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. < INTRODUCTION TO PRE APPRENTICESHIP

DESCRIPTION OF APPRENTICESHIP

The Federal Bureau of.Apprenticeship idehtifies an

a skilled, occupation that requires a minimum of on

pprentideable occupation as

year of 2000 hours on-the-

job training. This on-the-job'fraining and related educational training is the.

apprenticeable period.

VIEWPOINTS ABOUT PRE-APPRENTICESHIP

7

Fre-apprenticeship is viewed it many different ways by craftpeqons, apprentice:,

ship Committees, educators and the general public. '

.

Concerns about pre-apprenticeship include the belief. that the pre-apprenticeship-

training will flood the market with_applicant for'apprenticeship or that these

trainees will go to work in the occupati
60

n as partly trained workers or th4t

pre-apprenticeship would be considered a guarantee of entry into apprenticeship.

These conflicting viewpoints create problems for persons-interested in appren-

ticeship training and make it difficult to operate pre-avrenticeship training

programs: ,

NEED FOR PRE-APPRENTICESHIP'

'Pre- apprenticeship provides three benefits:

.1. Provides, a screening device to determine rilotivatfon, interest,

manipulative aptitude and ability of persops tolearn the skills

of the occupation.

2. Provides the individual with survival skills for handling persclial

problems and interpersonal relations on the job that may include

abuse and sexual harraSsment.

3. Provides entry level skills to help make the apprentice productive-

from the first day on the job. The higher entrj, level skills'of

the apOrehtice provides-an incentive for.the employer to hire

apprentices.
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PRE-APPRENTICESHIP HELPS PEOPLE

To select a skilled occupation..

O

To identify the educational requirements of an otcupation.

To experience the hands-on.skills of an occupation.

To'develqp good work habits.

* Good job attendance

* Punctuality
o

* Dependability

* Time mvagement

To develop goal attitudes.

* Concern for the job
11

,

* Ilitiati-ve,,

* Interest '''''--

* Healthy,cooi)erative-working relations with fellow employees.

TRAINING LEVELS FOR PRE-APPRENTICESHIP'-

Pre- apprenticeship training can be separated into three phaSes or stages of

rainin These are: 7

s't

PHASE 1

Provides the trainee-with an opportunity to explore several occUpations.
A

orientattpfi to the floor covering trade fncludeS training in trade terminology,

blueprint reading,tool Usage, first aid aria safety practices. This familiar-

ization training includes hands-on experieTce in some of the basic skill areas

together with information about the Advantages and requir?ments of floOrl. cover:

ing The choice of.an occupation to train for in Phase 2 of pre-apprenticeship .

tlge'rwill based on these experiences. If.the trainee decides not to pursue this *

occupation any further, the training received to this point will be usefulin

, every day life.
0

Phase 1 includes diagnostic tests.to determine if readingor mathematical

deficiencies exist that would handicar&person in the fl4r comelt-ing trade.
-

Remedial work will ,befproVided' to correct 00q:deficiencies.
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Success on the job is directly related to job attitudes, work nab-its, and the

. , individual survival and coping skills. Training will begin on helping each 4%.

individual attain full potential in these personal skirl'S.

fir

.4

SJ

Interpersonal skills will be develoRed which include:,

* Communication skills

- paraphrasing,'perception checks, now-verbal communication

- communicating with superiors0

* Personal effectiveness
. .

- problem solving, family relationships, sexual harrassment and

pestering on the job.

* Interview techniques

. - apprenticeship Committee interview procedure

PHASE 2 ,
\

This training begins the serious preparation for an occupation. The training

related to job attitudes, work habits and individual survival and coping

skills will be continued from Phase I with more emphasis on.the relationship

to the job.'

Manipulative skills will be developed by the completion of a series of projects
, .

,involving basic trade skills which have a,carryover benyit to persons outside

of iht occupation. At least 3/11. of thP training will consist of hands-on

experiences: This instruction should be conducted by a skilled craftsperson
.1

from the trade or occupation who has the
4.

necessary teaching skills.

j oint apOenticeshili committee. for the occupation will be invited to

observe the progiess Of trainees Oring; Phase 2 and to evaluate the pot nti\A

for trainees for entry info apprenticeship. Theparticipation of the appro-
.

prlate joint apprenticeship comittee is essential to the success ofs pre-

'apprenticeship program. This community.inVolvement insures that the trainirk

is relevant ,the occupation'and meets industry training standards.

r.

I f.

V.
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At the completion of Phase 2 the trainee will have enough experiente with the

. occupation to decidfwhether to continue with the training into Phase 3. 'The

joint apprenticeship committee will have knowledge of the quality.,of the .

training program and-will be in e position to j6dge the qualifications of the

studentS for entry into the apprenticeship training 'program:

PHASE 3
.

s

Training is concentrated on impeovement of manipulativeslcills so that the

trainee will be a productive employee the first day on. the job. This training

can be .either indust conducted specialized training,.secondarysChool voca-

ti.
,

tional programs or c nmunityco9ege preparatory courses specifically related
. . .

to the occupation. Trainees n-also 'participate in to-op wprk experience
/.involving hands-on training t the secondary or community college level.

Hands-on training is coat ered essential for an effective pi:TtraNing pro-. .
... "

i
gram..' ' ' 4
g

The Phase 3 training period proOdes the trainee with an opportunity to

searcn for an employer wilimg,to take an apprentice.- Frequently the employer
..

providing co-op work experience training will hire "the trainee as a.regular

employee.

It is pdssible that some employers.will hire the traineethout further
-training. Some of these'employers train specifically for their own needs. In

the process, job descriptions have becom.g hi.t ly diluted,m Instead of produc-

ing journeymen possessing a wide range of, skills., compfinies have. settled for

spec-re-lists trained tosperform the specific tasks heeded in certain narrow

oper&tions. While,this may be adequate to -meet the special needs:of an .

industr 3', it certainly will not meet the training/end manpowe needsdof the

nation in the future. a (

. Appreqiceship pro,ides.a broad base of training,by g the apprentice a
.. , . .

wide range of skills which insures continuous employment. Workers:Yeast,

vulnerable to unemployment are those with the highest and broadest skills and

best training. The trainee shauld make every effort to enteran apprentice-
-

ship treining'prograth designee to provide.tr fining in, all skills required

.
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in the. trade or go to work for 'an employer who will "vide broad btfted

training.
)

O

Each trainee wi4l choose a joint epprentiEeship cpmmittee meeting to attend

during.Phase 3 training. 'This will provide.an opportunity for the trainee to

become acquainted with members of the joint, apprenticeship committee and to

see how the. committee functions.-

PHASE 4 EMPLOYMENT AS AN APPRENTICE'
;

Trainee enters apprenticeship training on a direct referral basis under

agreement with the appropriate joint apprentice committee which permits persons

trai6ed in programs, financgd with federal funds to enter apprentices,Up on
.

direct referral. Direct referral eliminates several of the procedures in, the

Selection process and makes entry into apprenticeship less cumbersome.

Npt all joint pprenticeship committees use the direct referral system. This

is the reason why nsors of pre-apprenticeship training should directly

involve joint apprenticeship committees),6 the operation of their programs.
. .

this provides committees with an crportunity to evaluate the effectiveness of

pre apprenticeship.

The federal Job Corps Programs enjoy direct referral placement.in appreiltice- .

\ .

ship for their graduates. The.Job orps operates an ideal pre-apprenticeship

program. Proposed sponsors of pre- rent eship.training are advised, to

visit the nearest Job Corps Center to see how ,the programs operate.

TheJob Corps Centers `in Oregon are located at:

Angel Job Corps
Star Route,North
Yachats, OR 97498

547-3137

Timber Lake Job Corps
Star Route Box 109
Estacada, OR 97023

. .834-2291
rr
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Wolf Creek Conservation Cenier. -k

Little River Route ,

Glide, OR 97443
496-3507

---------

........"

Job Corps,,Centers in Oregon OfferTraining
,....--

.,..--'

Carpentry
Cement Mason
Brick Laying

,

ilt
/

Tongue Point Job Corps
Astoria, OR 97103

325-2131,

0

\

)
-

in thee apkenticeOle occupations:

Plastering
_ .

TileSetting

Automotive
Painting

41.
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,RECOMMENDED PROCEDURE FOR CONDUCTING PRE-APPRENTICESHIP TRAININGa.

ADMINISTRATION

,
Pre-apprenticeship trainino can be conducted by various sponsors. These include:

secondary:4chools, community colleges, unions, employer associations, labor/man-
- -

agement training trusts and privatelbreups such as O.I.Cs.

ADVISORY COMMITTEES

6
4...-'`c37.&,:cg

Use;dt..broad-based community advisory committees is mandatory for pre-apprentice-
..

shiOprograms conducted by secondary schools and community colleges. Pre-apprentice= .

ship needs the support and recognition of the community in oreer to be successful. .

-.

-

The7advisoty committee should have representatives from these groups:

School" administration school principal

-board members

-vocational director

-co-:op work experience.

-T.& I instructors

Community -school graduate in trade

-member of joint apprenticeship committee

- employer member of trade

° - employee membet"of trade

-union business agent

-industry training coordinator

-representative of financial community

-representative of press

Government personnel -ESD regional vocational coordinator

- Oregon Division of Apprenticeship field representative

-Federal Bureau of Apprenticeship representative

. -State Dept. of Education specialist .4



FINANCING:

Vocational training programs generally cost more"than academic programs because

the student/teacher ratio is smaller,.consumable supliesare required, and

expensive equipment is needed. 'Resource!: to finance.pre-apprenticeship training

are available from a number of sources. .These include:
,

r
Vocational -ehabilitation -tuition fees

Federal funds. for immigrants !Asian

-cuban

4-Spanigh Americad
4

Special grants

. Secondary school funding

Community college funding

INSTRUCTIONAL DELIVERY SYSTEMS

-U.S. Dept. of Labor

U.S, Dept. of Education

CETA'

Industry

State Dept. of Education .
Cd
Economic Development Administration

I
.-bdrsic schoof grant from federal funds

-basic state "funding

S

The type of sponsor for pre-apprentiCeship training will'determine the time-
.

block used for the Program. If training is started at the 9th grade level, a

two-hour training:period will generally be used. A half -day training period should

be used for an accelerated program at the secondary level covering two years.

Community college programs can be either half-day or full-day proVams. Private

sponsors generally,will .operitelan a full-day basis.

Instructors for the trade speciAc training should be qualified craft workers.

These may be.employed on a part-time basis, Or full - tire, serving several programs.

The necessity for skilled workers to teach. the trade specific items Of the program
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411. cannot be over- emphasized. The work experience of skilled craft workers giVes n.

them the insight into .the occupation nedded for effective teaching.

MANIPULATIVE SKILL TRAINING

The i;anipulateive skills or hands-on experiences provide the basis for a sound

and effective pre-apprenticeship training grogram. Unless this training is

available the program will not succeed.

Important consicierationsiinvolve the following items:

.

Ba c .fools

General or shop tools
4

-tools required for eachparticipant

-power toms (purchased or:rebted)

%

Materials -piwchased by training agency

purchased .by others (training project sponsor) .

-donations by ineistry (defective goods)

Trainigg facilities -school. based

-community based

Training 'projects -school maintenance work

-sim ulated projects

-corunity projects

-private.projects (non-profit organizationS2low

income persons)

COORDINATION WITH EXISTING-PROGRAMS

'Pre-apprenticeship should be coordinated' with related programs in secondary

schools and cor\ unity colleges.
;----

.

,..---,

Welding , - Electronics .--

Blueprint reading/drafting Industrial mechanics cluster:.
..

Surveying. Construction clpster

-.Automotive - Electricity/ectronics,ckuster ,
.

c

f

P

0
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MISCELLANEOUS CONSIDERATIONS ,

4; ,

e

Legislation, coMmunitY support and political considerations will all have an

on pre - apprenticeship training. Activities related to these concerns

include:
. ,

Workshops 'and technical assistance - State Dept. of Education

p

Publicity notices

.,..

Civil- rights,

Transfer of learning

c)

..

4)

I

i

--;

,

-public service

- newspaper

-radio

-translation to Asian/Spanish American

-effect'of civil rights compliance

-benefits of vocational training to other

occupational endeavors

,



COURSE OUTLINE

1.0 Introduction' to the TrOwel Trades

1.1 History
1.2 Trends
1.3 Working Conditions
1.4 Places of Employment
1.5 h Hiring Practices

= 1.6 'Wages

1.7 Common Worker Benefits
1.8 Trade Terminology

2.0 Diagnostic Testing.

2.1 SATB

3.0 Survival Skills°

3.1 Expectations
3.2 Communication Skills
3.3 Giving and Receiving Feedback
3.4 Dealing with Interpersonal Conflict
3.5 Group Problem Solving, Goal Setting and Decision Making
3.6 Wider Influences and Responsibilities
3.7 Identifying and Dem4o0Ing,Individual Strengths
3.8 Worksite Visits. s

3.9 Re-sumes

3.10 Interviews
3.11 Appropriate Work Habits and Attitudes

4.0 Trade Math

4.1 /Math Diagnosis
4.2 'Math Remedial

5.0 Physthl RequireMents

5.1 Physical Requirements
5.2 Developmental Proc65ses

6.0 Safety

6.1 General Safety
-6.2 Personal Safety
6.3 Fire Safety

.

6.4 Hygiene Safety
6.5 Hand Tool Safety
6.6 Power Tools

- '



7.0 First Aid

7.1 Firt Aid

8.0 Blueprint Reading

8.1 Scaling and'Dimensioning
8.2 Sketching
8.3 Drawing Types and View,.

9.0 Tools

9.1 General Tools
.9 . 1 1 Plastefing

'.9.1.2 Cement Finishing
9.1.3 Bricklaying
9,1.4 Tile Setting

10-.0 Materials -

'=.-10.1 General Materials
10.1.1 Plastering
10.1.2 Concrete
10.1.3 Bricklaying
10.1.4 Tile Setting

11.0 Trowel Trades Processes -

11.1 General Processes
11.1.1 Plastering

11.1.2 Cement Finishing .

11.1.3 Bricklaying

11.1.4 Tile Setting

12.0 Project-

O

0



II. WORD TO THE INSTRUCTOR,

This course was designed to,'be a trade-related, self-screening, job exploration

package, providing the student with basic trade theory, basic trade manipula-

tive practice, projects and on-jOb-site visitations.

Further, it is to be implemented by instructors who are skilled in each of the

general topics described in the course outline and expanded on-in the instruct,

tor's guide.

The.curriculum is comprised of two parts: 1) the instructor's guide, and 2)

supporting modules and references which are specified in the instructor's

.guide. The instructor should seek other supporting resources where available

or necessary.

The instructor should bear immind thatthee lre two broad objectives written

into the design of this course: It-that tresudgntwill receive instruction in

the preapprenticeship mode of the trade& (which is designed to enable him or her

to gain erfough exposure to the trade to (a) aid.irl making a career decision,

and (b) facilitate entry into. the trade), and 2) that the student will retain

some carryover skills which he or she can use in life, even should the student

decide not to enter'the trade.

Essentially, this guide is patterned after.a program begun in Oregon in , .

1979-80. The participants in the program are wholly CETA-sponsored, many with

motivational or physical impairments. .The. program concentrates on providing

motivational support and /or physical therapy. A tr/pical*program, broken down

into its major components, would be:

40% hands-on, manipulative work

30% motivational support work

10% job visitation ,

. , 5% physical development .or therapy

15% class lecture, discussion, etc.

t.

04.

0
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Not all institutions will have the resources, nor will all programs' students

have the need, for such a'breakdown% The instructor should-identify the'needs

of the students and.utilize the guide in the manner best suited to meet them.

,

III. RECOMMENDATIONS

Hands-on work is-probably the best learning experience for students in trade

work. at is. essential if the two broad objectives listed above are to be met.

Therefore, implied in the topics covering tools, materials and tasks or work

processes is the notion. (emphasized in. the Instructional Outcome for these

topics) that the student will practice using the tools and materials desCribed

therein.

i)
In lieu of describing in the Teaching Methods and.Aids section of the guide

those tasks which- will be performed withrthe described tools and materials, the

writers leave.it to the imagination and material resources of the instructor.

Practice is the method by which skill is developed.

r.

4
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11.0

'.1.0 Introduction to the Trowel Trades

0

INSTRUCTIONAL OUTCOMES: The student will be able to identify and briefly explain

the history, trends, working conditions, places of employment, hiring practices.

and wage scale, as well as working-.people's benefits and trade terminology.

INTRODUCTION: In order. to become an effective worker or make an effective real-
istic career decision, an individual must be exposed to various aspects of the

trade.
-

PRESENTATION ,

TEACHING '6UTLINE TEACHING METHODS AND AIDS

1.' History

A. Masonry is the craft of building with

-stone.

.

B. Egyptian pyramids and huge temples are

evidence ofrihe andient development of

masonry.

1. The great pyramfd of Khufu has Mason-

° iy joints less than'i/400".thidk.

C. Greek_ masons developed Doric; - .Ionic and

t.orinthiap -arclitteCtiire;

t

Explain and Discuss

ILS, IntrodOctioh'io the Trowel

Trades



D. Rqmaris used then forms the *Greeks had..

developed, but the'stones'Were used for

.surface decoration,-not for construction.

1. After the Romans invaded Britain,

building there grew'rapidly.,

4-

E. Masonry in Britain was discontinued for

the next 200 years. .

F. Masons from France and Italiwerf. brought

to England to're-establish the craft.

G. During the 14th and 15th centuries,.Gothic

Cathedrals were constructe0.

H. After the 15th century, stone was used

extensively as i.building material.

I. Brick prOduction.reduced the demand for

Stonework.

1. Brick is bill used as a backing to

masonry in solid val3 construction.

.

J. Stone became an ornamental work with steel

or reinforced concrete forming the frame ,

Aeof the'buildi6g. ti

K. .A great -deal .of the :mason's 'heavy work can

be done-by machinery today.

N

L. Skilled masons. in 4man.4:

repair,a04,-Mainte0010;,Work201storica

buildings, as well=it:4W4040110tion:



1.2 Trends

A. Employment for trSwel trades workers is

expected to increase hpidliduring the

.1180s.

B. As population and economy grow, maims'

will be needed to build apartments,

offices, highways and other structures.

'A greater use of concrete s-a-bilild-

s

ing material.

blew' products' such as epoxy and latex .

'

0
flooring systems Stimulate the demand for

cement worker.

D. Employment of cement masons is not,

'expected to rise as rapidly as the use of

concrete products.

1. Many concrete products are pre -cast

and do not require finishing.

E. Constructicn.Methods and materials have

improyed worker efficiency and reduced

the need for:at many skilled employees.

1.3 'Working Conditions

A: Masonry workis acttve and strenuous.

1. Mostvement finishing is done at

groundleveii'while othOr trades may

work onscaffolding'stortwhigh.

2. WorkersiOutt eten,ttodp, bend and

fl'

Jobsite-Visitation,

Inylte Job Specialist

B. ,MOst work; hilts;

ingjTattly of-iimint*At
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1.4 Places 'of Employment . .4

A. The majority of trowel trades.workersin

1978 worked for general contractors' who

construct\entire projeCt. ,

1,f

B. so work for contractors Who do only -

eesonry work:

.
. Some cement masons work for specialty

floor contractors. ,

' D. Trades workers are also employed by public

agencies and manufacturing firms who do

their owft:construction work.

E. One out of eightcement masonsis self-

employed specializing in 41411 jobs; a

norm that holds true for most of the

-trowel trades.

1.5Hiring Practices

A. Workers learn their job on construction

sites and assisting cement moon

B. Workers also learn- the tradejh wo or

three year apptenticestiip programs. %

v;

:

9

0

a.

C. Appi-entices receive on-the=sie training

2 in addition toa minimum of 144 hours of

classroom training each year. ,

I
l ' el .

O. Employers prefer to hirehigh school grad-

-uates who are 18 years.old and licensed

to drive.
,40

I^

ti
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1. Consider the ability to .,urk as

team member and to dirT ltiTrc. 33

important assets.

' et

E. 'Other helpful assets are high school

courses.in shop, mathematics, blueprint

reading and mechanical drawing.

1.6 Wage Scale

4,A. _Current wage scales average above $10 per

hour.,

B. Aliprentices begin,4'50t to' 60% of the

rate journeymen receive:

C. Annual -earnings. may not be as high' as

hourly. rates indicate.

1. Podr weather and fluctuatpp construc-

tion conditf6ns lead to unstable

employment. .

k',.

0 ,..,

1.7 Common Wqrker Benefits Explain and Discuss
.

A. Unemployment Insurance U.S COmmon Worker Benefits
, . . tk

l Purpose. InviteField Rep .

.
, , .

a. transition from job to job. ' Workmen's Compensation Board.
1 ,

. , , ,

b.. ease strain,of,layoffs. _Ia. Wage and Hour

2. Source of benefits. Employment DiviNion-

a. payroll tax .on wages.
z

:

: Eligibility.
;

a. depends on base year earnings.

b. ,dependi On'reasonsor leaving

work-.

4

ti

fir

./
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4. Level of benefits.

a.. level ofbaseyear earnings.

Claims process.

report to Employment Division

fice.

b. provide required information.

(1) employer's name and address.

(2) your social.security number.

(3) wage earning records.

(4) current address.

6. Appeals/hearing process.

a. initjated by worker.

b. in writing.

c. within tgle

B. Wage and Hour Commission

1. Purpose.

a. to investigate and attempt,equit-

ablesettlement of wage claims..

2. Areas of claim review.
,

...a. pay periods.

b. pay-days.

c. final pay days.
.

d. wage payments in cases of dispute.

e. methods of compensation and over-

,.
time.

.f. minimum wage laws,

g. limitation of hours in certain

industrtes.

. h.' -rist.rictians on'emnloyment of

minors:
..

3.. Jurisdiction.
:

-a. Federal vs. State.

4e.



4. Claim Process. .

a. contact wage and hour commission.

b. provide required.information on

appropriate form.
- .

4

(1) dates of employment.

(2) rate of pay.

(3) reason for non- paymeit.

. (4) estimate of disputed amount.

c.. wage Maim conference.

d. _collection process: .

e. protection against retaliation for

filing a claim.

5. Time limits for Tiling;

a. egular pay.

.): overtime pay.

. Workers Compensation

1. Purpose

a. provide medical care payment for

on-the-job accidents.

b. provide time loss payments. .

c. provide payments for-permanent

disability.

d., provide death benefits.

42.

4..

2. Source of benefits.

a. employer premitims for insurance.

b. employee contributions.

3. Level of benefiti.

a. complete for medical costs.

b. varies according to level of final

disability.

4. Eligibility.

a.. any job-related accident or con-

dition causing the workerto eave

work and-§iik-ffiediaT7tfeatment.

V

<



5. Claim process.

a. report accident to employer.

b. fill out claim form.

(1) know your employer's legal

name.

(2) know your employer's ;nsurance

carrier,

c. see your doctor for treatment.

6. Final determination.

a. doctor's statement of stabilized

condition.

b. board's findings of disability and

payment,

7. Reopening claim for aggravation of

injury without a new injury.

a, contact employer's insurance com-

pany if occurs within the first

five years.

b. contact worker's compensation

board after five years.

1.8 Trade Terminology

A. Commori.Trade Terms

1. Admixtures -- compounds added to basic

compound to change its chardcter-

istics/properties.

2. Aggregateinert particles, usually

sand and gravel used in making con-

crete and mortar.

3. -Groutplaster like compound used to

fill joints-in-tile Setting. _

4. Hydration-=chemical reaction that

happens whencerrient,pattelhardens,

bonding aggregate tOgethOrliii**olicr

tD

Mass.



5. Grade--elevation or height to which

you are working.

6. Concrete--mixture of aggregate, port-

land cement and water which hardens

into rock -like mass.

7. Cement--finely ground powder made by

burning and grinding limestone and

clay. Ingredient used as hardeniq9,

bonding agent in concrete.

8. Mortar--plastic mix of cementatious

material, fine aggregate and water:

9. Keenes cement--high strength .white

gypsum gauging plaster.

10. Dry packleveling base material,used

, c" in the setting.

11. Lath--base material for plaster.

gypsum board, met41 and wood are com-

mon materials for lath. Used to pro-

vide bonding strength.

12. Gypsum--processed gypsum rock. Gen-

erally fine white powder form.

13. Rodding/striking off/screeding--

straight edge pulled across material

to provide even, level surface:

14. Plasticity--ability to be 'spread,

moved about.

15. Air entrainment--capturing microscopic

air bubbles in the concrete through,

additions of special chemical ag6ts.

16. Buttering--placing mortar on masonry

unit with a trowel.

17. Bed joint--horizontal layer of mortar

on which masonry unit is laid.

18. Head joint -- vertical mortar joint

between ends ormatobry-unitsi



O

19.
Jointingprocess-of-tooling or
facing the mortar,joints.

20.
Bond--patterns formed by-expOsed
faces of masonry units,

21. Nominal
dimension--dimension equal

to the actual
masonry dimension plus

thickness of one mortar joint.
?2. Double up--When plaster is applied

first in a thin coat then
immediately

a second coat is put over it.
23.

Trowel--hand-held tool with metal

blade, of varying
size,and shape used

to apply material to surfaces or

,prepare surface finish.

Hawk,--platform tool used to hold and
carry the various mortars.

25. Darby:-flat surfaced tool with handle
used to float surfaces.

26. Kumalong--long handled tool used to
spread and distribute concrete.

27. Serrated trowel--trowel with serrated
edge used to. spread mastic/adhesive.

28. Screeds--wood lattice device used as
thickness guide for applying materials
to surfaces.

0

,



2.0cDiagnostic Testing/TrOwel Trades

INSTRUCTIONAL OUTCOMES: The Student will complete a Specific Aptitude Test

Battery (SATB), administered by a qualified examiner and will have the results

explained by a qualified examiner.

INTRODUCTION: The General Aptitude Test Battery is a standardized test that

has become recognized as the best validated multiple test-battery in existence

for use in vocational, guidance. The tests are used by apprenticeship commit-

tees to assist in the screening process for appropriate candidates when appren-

ticeship openings occur, and to provide individuals with an indication of the

probability of their being successful in a particular trade.

Many apprenticeship programs require applicants to have certain aptitudes as

demonstrated by passing appropriate tests. For example, the applicant may be

required to pass Specific Aptitude Test Battery (SATB) administered by the

State Job Service. SATBs test two or more of the following nine general

aptitudes: general learning ability (cognitive functioning), verbal.aptitude,-

numerical aptitude, spatial aptitude, form perception (ability to perceive

small detail), clerical perception (ability to distinguish pertinent detail),

motor coordination, finger dexterity and manual dexterity.

Each battery tests different combinations of these nine general aptitudes

because each occupation requires different specific abilities. The following

SATB tests and cutting scores are required by the apprenticeship Committee

for the trade. The student should be aware of the trade requirements and

determine how he or she feels about his or her abilities in the tested

aptitudes in order to make a career decision.

PRESENTATION

TEACHING OUTLINE

as

KEY: Trade Occupation Code # for the 'occupa-

tion

SAM for the trade ='Redommendetcatting,



score for the trade

Location of the SATB within the GOB 1.

TROWEL TRADES

A. BRICKLAYER S#107R

Numerical Aptitude = -85

Arithmetic Reason; Book II, Part 6

Computation; Book I, Pai-t 3

Spatial Aptitude = 90

Three Dimensional; Book I, Part 3.

FOrm Perception = 90 ,

Tool Matching;' Book.II, Part 5

F'orm Matching; Book II, Part 7

Motor-Coordination = 85

Mark Making; Practice, P.art 8

Cutting Scores

Rk Adult Grade 10 Grade 9

Numerical Aptitude e 80 75 74

Spatial Aptitude 85 84 82

Motor COOidination 80 74 .68

B. CEMENT MASON 'S#215 c

Numeridl Aptitude = 74

Arithmetic RIpson; Book II, Part 6

Computation; Book r; Part 3

.

Spatial APtitude:= 70 .

Three bimensionaWOook I, Part 3

Manual Dexterity F:85%°

#9 Place,, #1&101oatd

--

o

4

eA4-: `'



Cutting Scores

Adult Grade 10 Grade 9

Numerical Aptitude '80 75 74

Spatial Aptitude 95 '' ,94 91.

Manual, Dexterity 85 79 76

4 C. TILE SETTER S#1i2

Form' Perception = 70

Tool Matching; Book II, rart

Form Matching; Book-IF Part 7.

Finger Dexterity = 70

#11 Assembly, #12 Disissemble, Board

Cutting Scores

_. Adult Grade10 Grade 90 ,
. _

Form PerCeptibn 75 70 , 66

'Finger Dexterity 80
is.

75 72

Manual Dexterity __..80 74 71

. D. PLASTERER - Information already ,

listed under #4. DRY WALL/PLASTERER.

B. Discuss Results:

4
A A-



2.0 Diagnostic Testing/Dry Wall/Plasterer

. .2

INSTRUCTIONAL OUTCOMES: The. Student will complete a Specific Aptitude Test .

Battery (SATB), administered by a qualified examiner and will have the results
explained by a qualified examiner.

INTRODUCTION: The General Aptitude Test Battery is a standardized test that-
has become recognized as the best validated multiple,test.battery in existence
for use invocational guidance. The tests are used by apprenticeship commit=
tees to assist in the screening process for appropriate candidates when **en-
ticeship openings occur, and to provide individuals with an indication of the
probability of their being successful in a particular trade. -

Many apprenticeship programs require applicants to have certain aptitudes--as
demonstrated by passing appropriate tests[ For example, the applicant 'may be
required to pass Specific Aptitude Test Battery (SATB) administered by, the,
State Job Service. SATBs test two or more of the.following,:nine-general
aptitudes: 'general learning ability (cognitive functioning),yerbal aptitude, ,

numerical aptitude, spatial aptitude, form perception (ability to perclive:
small.detail), clerical perception (ability tod*sttnguiSh pertinent detail)4, ,

motor coOdination, finger dexterity and manual dexterity,

Each battery tests different combinations of thee ninegeneral aptitudes'
because each occupation requires different specific abilities. The following

.

SATB tests and cutting scores are required by the apprenticeship committee
for .the trade. The student should be Aware of the.trade, requirements and .

determine how he or she feels** his or,her abilities in the tested
aptitudes in order to make a careemdecision.

PRESENTATION
, .

TEACHING OOTLINE:'

--2:t smt
.

A. Complete exam descri4009W;',
,

- `fi'4 '7/Cr, ":';''XA

JEACNING.541ETHODSAND41

KEY: Trade Occupation Code,#for*JneAccupa-

ti on

SATBOOr the,trade;':*!ec,,

4t,



'score for the trade

'Location of the SATB within'theGATB

DRY WALL/PLASTERER' S#240

Numerical Aptitude.= 80

Arithmetic Reason; Book II, Part 6

Computation; Book `Part 3

Form Oifception = 85

Tool Matching; Book II, Part 5

Form Matching; Book II, Part 7

Manual Dexterity = 100

#9 Plage, #10 Turn, Board

.

Numerical Aptitude

.Spatial Aptitude

Finger Dexterity

B. Discuss Results:

Cutting Scores,

Adult Grade. 10 Grade 9

85 80 79

95 94 91

80 75 72

`r

Ja



3.0 Survival Skills/ Trow 1 Trades

INSTRUCTIONAL OUTCOMES: The student will learn and practice fundamental concepts
in: a) dealing with expectations, b) communication srlls, c) giving and receiv-
ing feedback, d) dealing with4interpersonal conflict, ;1 group prpOrleM-SOIVipg,
goal-setting and.decistOn-making, f) Outside influences'aq re4MilbIlit ii;v
a) identifying individual strengthi, h) appropriate work liabits.apdl, Nodes,

TIT .

, 5 <t i i!
and, i) phases 'of job search and worklifil-

INTRODUCTION: Training and proficiency in human relations sicills ata_easential
for successful aaptation to.workTife. A11490 aft p: 41,TAIMIon,prow
grams, these basic survival tkillsare neglected or w*Ali opmArlr

training in tOe technical aspects of work.'

This topic describes the many skills necessary to become a stable, productive
and'satisfied worker.

PRESENTATION

TEACHING OUTLINE TEACHING METHODS AND AIDS

3.1 Expectations

A.-Predictinglhe future

1..Self-fulfilling prophecies .

a. setting:yourself up for failure

b. thinking positively
O

.4.

ILS-SUrVival SkillS-4padtations

PREPARATION

Be familiar with the material

beforehand, and think.U0 Some'

releVantiamples

AVAILABILITY

Be available tto.sOen,,,

ifOild:'00.0'li05)014','f0AlliCt

i*Matei44.)

answer

inded4esiiidOW Oifer#4441,0



B.Two-step process to opening up expecta-

tions.
.

1. Being idealistic and realistic

a. being creative and having ideas

b, keeping close to the facts'
.

c. effects of leaving out one of the

* two steps.

.

E!.ICIT RESPONSE

Ask individuals what they would

like to do most of all. Lite

their reply even if it seems

itrttezo.--Suggest two' alternative

tAliibilities--the oorst and

the best: Ask how each would

affect that student's feelings

.and behavior at thfs moment.

RELEVANT COMPARISONS

Illustrate creativity from

moviesTV.or writing. Tell the

beginning of a story 4nd ask for

suggestions on how,it might end.

Give the original writer:s ver-

sion. Show ,how anything is

:allowed in.creative ideas.

Suggest students read court

reports.or neWs coverage.

STUDENTS' EXAMPLES

Encourage extreme examples -of

fantasy and'of sticking close:

the facts.

d. combining the two

C. Prejudice.about otheil groups.

D." Being a winner

4

EXAMPLES.:0F_PREJUDICE.

Show howstereo:types =arise out,

.0**4.04.000***,

4004rd::011614*P00**Ii
Encourage= positive :thinking;

.4ttide-f)*-

1



E. Self- Assessment -- looking at/common per-

sonal expectations

F. Post Assessment

3.2 Communication Skills

A. Good communication.

1. two-way process

2. importance

3. innate abilities --

4. showing mutual respect

t.

.8. Active listening.

1. Centering attention on the other,

'person.

a. being seen to be listening

b. finding out what is imPOrtant to the

other person ,

c. following the other person's lead

d. listening to feeling

2. CHecking-that you have understood what

the other. person is,communicating.

a. checking. feel*:

IDENTIFY PROBLEM AREAS

Go through questioni to see

where students are putting

themselves down. Give encour-

agement. Ask what they want

to change.,s.

..EXPLAIN

Read through exaMPTSslanswer

kiuestions.

FLEXIBILrTY

Allow Students to demonstrate

their understanding in less than

.suggested number of situations..

ILS Skills-Communica-

tion Skint.

PREPARATION

Be familiar with the material,

BEING A ROLE MODEL
.

'Demonstrate activelistening.-

Ensure that,stents voice prob-

lems and doubts. -Allow frequerii

opportunity for students to

give responses to on-goingwork.

Be ready to demonstrate b4cr

'examples of listening, to gioU0

or individuals, and contrast

With good examples.

a

4



at

b. checking content

-c. when it iS'inappropriate

C. Being liitened...to1!
I, .

,l. Your rights as an-individOal

2. When to keepoquiet

3. Avoiding being aggressive

4. A three-step approach

a. ,showingim.understand

b. taking responsibility for 'our

feelings
4

c. suggesting alternatives

own 0

D. Overall importance of respect for indiv-

iduals 1-

1. Communication between equals..

s.

. -

t
E. Self-Assess .nt

1. How indiv uajs communicate with :

.

others

F. Practicing the skillein triads

1. Active listener of persom4l'experience

2. Role play being listened to

.J.

4-

eig

a

ASSERTIVENESS

Draw examples from books on

being. assertive". Think up

appropriate exampleLin,wprk

context. Disdbss aggreOive

responses with individugis.

Describe alternative Approaches.

Discuss possible exceptions,-

.
where aggression might ,be apprg-

priate. ,

,

INSTRUCTOR/STUDENT RELATIONt

Assess relations in,ciass in

terms of 'respect for, andellal-

ity of, iicividuls. Ask stu-

dents for comMents.

IDENTIFY RROBLEM AREAS 1

Give help and encouragement.

Find out from, students Whdt

sgills they gant to practice. ,

TRIADS.

Form triads (trios) as 'students

finish Self Assessment. .

FEEDBACK

Listen to .one eocample of

in each triad. :GfV0',-:,

suggestions for improvement.

Be -Open situa-

tions for .*tlqi!010:.ip:* .16=:

'00 4400W01**ili100:9i
-0i=a41-56,=04 *004, to
possible reluctance and shyness'

Be' -130p404:-t0- role'pjay your-'

0ey:. ,':" :

IL

;.

:
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3.3 Giving and receiving feedback

A. Importance, of being able to give praise

alid criticism (introduction).,

%

B.,ImpOrtance of group support and teamwork

1. Being a team member

2. Building a team.

a.'knowifig where you are

b. pulling your weight

c. responsibilities for others

d..group'aimp.and goals

..,3. Poor working environments

a. indirect communication

b. not knowing where you stand

C. Redding attitudes

1. Hired or fired?

2. How do yOu come across to other people:

3. Interpreting other people's behavior

0..Giving and receiving positive opinions

. 1., Importance of praise

2.
(
Taking compliments

04
3. Miring praise

E. Getting and giving criticism

1. Its _importance

2. Being criticized

3. Avoiding being threatene

4. Between equal's_'

F. Self Assessment-Feelings and Preferences

ILS Survival Skills-Giving and

Receiving Feedback

. PREPARATION -

Be familiar With the material

and prepared to participate

-actively and equally.

FACILITATION

Facilitate contipueusly the

building of group support. Give

extra support to studenti who
0,0

have difficulties participating

fully. Enlist help of more

confident and verbal to share

the responsibility. ,Give sup-

port, but principally be a neu-

tral chairperson or facilitator.

Encourage group members to ob-

serve each others' non-verbal

behavior between class times.

POSITIVE REINFORCEMENT

Give frequent verbal priaiseeto

individuals who are working well,

and to the group as it becomes

more supportive

. .

MONITORING

Walk around and-atk:perMit004
,

join In to*P4i100.11iPcM0100

EncouragerWerOptti';

any 3udjme04, -0*4t000*3-'

1

a-,-,,etim'aft.=.eammets,"



G. Assignments

1. Telling individuals what you like

2. Reading attitudes within the group..

3. Opening self - sharing important exper-

iences

4. Receiving direct positive feedback
6

5. Receiving direct positiVe and negative

feedback -

H. Post Assessment

3.4 Dealin ith interpersonal conflict

A. Consequences of poor interpersonal rela-

tions

am feeling as checking skills.

A DEVELOPING PROCESS

Introduce when group is ready.

First three assignments could

be practicedeven before module

has been read. Explain, in turn

each assignment to:whole group.

Deal with worries, doubts dr

qUestions before you begin.

Use all your facilitdting skills

Especially be sensitive to mem-

bers' non-verbal responses.

Follow up, after the class,-

on any individual who is upset.

At all times encourage positive

support within the group.,

Be prepared to intervene if

ceiticisrbecomes too negative./

Organize .small: groups or- lead

discussion of whole group. Use.

small groups to extend each

individual's; range of inter-

actions.

ILS Surviva

Inter**

PAEPARATI 0
/

Be_ faidljar with

-P040Y-to.i4001Y-tirth-Or

-i701040:,eSa0- from = the

Skilis- Dealing with

di "Conflict



B. Recognizing conflict in a work context

,l. Open arguments

2. Possible causes

3. Consequences

C. Them and Us atmosphere

1. The conditions you deserve

2-. Whose responsibility?

O. Unproductive ways of solving.conflict

1. Finding someone to blame

E. Productive ways of solving conflict

1. Taking responsibility for doing some-
.

thing about it

a. when people feel threatened by you

b. when you feel threatened

F. Remaining passive.

1. Poor working conditions

2. Physiological and psychological prob-

lems

3. Irrational fears

a. fear of not being liked

b. fear, of hurting,others

G. Action model for solving interpersonal

conflicts -..

1. Choosing 'the best time

2. Taking.responisibitity for-Your feeling

world of work.

1

BE AVAILABLE

Encourage students to comment and

question points as they arise.

Ask them to come up with their

own examples, either confirming

or disconfirming the. information.

RESPONSIBILITY

Throughout Survival Skills, in-

dividual responsibility is re-

peatedly stressed. Periodically,

reassess your own role. Avoid

being pushed into the "expert"

stance. Try to-be an impartial

facilitator, encouragfng stud-

ent's learning 'without passing

judgments. Ensure students take

responsibility for what they want

to achieve:



3. The four-step language formula.

a. tell the other person that what he

or she is doing is upsettinp you

b. speak your feelings

c. describe how his or her behavior is

affecting you

d. suggest an alternative

H. Negotiating

1. Give and take

2. Compromise

I. Discrimination and prejudice

1. Different types

2. Dealing with it

J. Self Assessment

K. Assignments

1. Sharing, in small groups.

L. Post Assessment

1. The formula

4

IDENTIFY IMPORTANT GROUP ISSUES

Deal in a neutral manner With

examples of discrimination. Ask

individuals for personal exper-

ience of racial and sexual prej-

udice and discrimination. Fac-

i1itate diwussion on Equal Opp-

ortunity and Affirmative Actions.

Invite solutions to problems from

group members.

NEW ISSUES

Be aware of any controversial

issues that arise during the

Self Assessment. Introdu6e them

to the group for general discus-

sion.

ORGANIZE GROUPS

Form groups-Las students finish

writing. Limit talk to five-

minutes,on each topic. Mafntain;

some urgency-by annciuncing!the"-;

five minute intervals.

COLLET _WORK .

Read'and make encouil,010-:,



2. Personal examples

3.5 Group Problem Solving, Goal Setting and

Decision-making

10-step-model

1. Define the problem

2. Look.at the known facts .

a. what is happening

b. who it involved

c. when does the problem occur'

d. where does it occur

e. why has' it become a problem

3. Agree on your goals

4. Pool lips for achieving.your main

goal Without evaluating them

5. Look more closely atsome of the more

interesting and unusual ideas

6. Include any other ideas that you think

might be helpful

7. Agree on some guidelines for achieving

your goal',

a. be specific about minimum behavior

required ,

8. Decide-on a plan to implement yodr

.proposed solutionivs

9. Assess the likelihood of success'

10. Evaluate success of your decisions

after they.haye been implemented:

written comments. Arrange con-

tract for completion of work with

any students who produce low

standard work.

ILS Survival Skills-Group Problem

Solving, Goal Setting and Dec-

ision-Making

PREPARATION AND MATERIALS

Khow the 10-step model without

having to ,efer to it on the page

Work through-theprocess before-

hand. Have photocopies of the

motel.

Have ready tone large newsprint

pad and one marker for every

five students: Choose about six

examples of unusual tools or

materials that students are un-

liKely to have seen. Have them

ready, but hidden. Get advice

from specialists beforehand.

AVAILABILITY

Gb around students in class Whii

they &re'reading material. $elp

them understand the 10 steps.

AL Self Assessment CHEdiCLACK'0:1UNbEkSTAtibik

Look over indivi'duals' ,answers,

.GiVe heflifot4iSunderstina*,v--



C. Assignment in small groups

1. Producing quality of ideas

2. Practice in thinking creatively

3. Identifying unusual objects.

4. Quality circle

. 1

MATERIALS REQL _ED

,Sheets of newsprint and suf-

ficient markers

O

ARRANGE GROUPS

Duripg these assignments, there

may be laughter and a lot of

excited talk. Encourage comp-

osition of groups on basis of

who works well together rather

than primary friendships. Keep

groups separated by space. Go

around groups, sit in and parti-

cipate. Keep up speed of work

by giving limited time to gather

ideas.

Invite spokesperson from each

group to report back on ideas.

Write down ideas as they are

given and summarize range of

proposed solutions.

OBJECTS'REQUIRED

Supply one object for each group,

Choose trade tools or materials

that most students are unlikely=

to have used.

MONITOR PROGRESS

Encourage written records of

proposed solutions. Ensure-all

members of each group take:sp06'

responsibility-fOr finish0Aw0-

duct. If possible, et* re0Us,

typed out so they can be shirett

within larger group.

r'.

xW
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G. Post Assessment

I

3.6 Wider influences and responsibilities

A. Relations with people in authority

1. Formal workplace

a. job titles

b. hierarchy

2. Informal workplace

a. unwritten rules and unstated expec-

tations

3. Showing respect and being relaxed

B. Relations" with family and friends
' 4

1. Changes in responsibilities

2. Affects of changes on old relationships

a. being prepared

b. communicating p-roblemt

3. Planning quality time

a. keeping work problems at work

b. maintaining relationships:

PREPARE HANDOUT

Have copies of 10-step model.

Make sure students check what

they have written and correct it.

PERSONAL EVALUATIONS

Invite students to read out or

tell others what they wrote under

2' in the Post Assessill6t.

so.

ILS Survival Skills-Wider Influ-

ences and Responsibilities

PREPARATION

Be familiar with the module and

gather useful newspaper cuttings,

brochures and leaflets that il-

lustrate the range of possible

influences on somebody settling

down to work.

BE A READY RESOURCE

Give examples informally to

students from personal experience

to bark up information.

DRAW ON STUDENTS' EXPERIENCE

Encouirtage individuals to think of

relevant illustrations from ther:

own experience in a work setting.' =



ts.

4. Keeping up leisure activities

5. Home problems at work

a. leaving problea at'home

b. serious problems

C. Other influences

1. apprenticeship

union

3. social organizations

4. other workers

5. state and federal agencies

D. Self Assessment

Ask students to show their ati-

swrs to the Self Assessment.

Since it is a. test of compre-%

hension, follow up on any dif-

ficulties revealed.

CHOOSING PARTNERS

Encourage students to work with

someone different each time.

After majority of students have

completed assignments, held a

report-back session with whole

group. Ask students to summar-

ize and draw conclusions from

reports given.

DEMONSTRATE



3.7 Identifying and developing individual

strengths

A. Evaluating yourself and others

1. Expectations

2. Personal theories

a. predicting

b. controlling

B. Identifying personal values

1. Significant role models

2. Eliciting perlonal constructs

3. Bi -polar nature oficonitructs

ILS Sur-Oval Skills-Identifying

and Developing Individual Stre-

ngths

PREPARATION

Work through module beforehand.

Acquaint yourself with..any areas

that might cause difficulties,in

understanding. Hake extra copies

of exercise sheets. Refer to

ILS Expectations.

AVAILABILITY .

Be at hand throughout this moth:

ule. For students to discover

significant things about them-

selves, instructions must be

followed closely. Ensure that

students have had a personal

relationihip with each of people

listed in right column. Ask

them to put names they used to

address these people.

Check students', understanding of

procedure. if netessary, 9o.

through method with whole group..,:

Ensure that the descisiptioe0S-Cf

importance, to each student and:

not superficial, such as'haii,

color, etevie

Stres than "there- no .correct

answei.; it is important
person tol4iite-Vht,SOOMSO

Po§tfii0;,0-tie$010
regOidlesObsit ans***Ls@-

thigrit'tay.-

-
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4. Identifying important personal' values

5. Evaluating yourself.

a. as you feel you are

b. as you would like to be

c. looking at the amount of congruity

6. Evaluating significant others

'a. comparing ratings

C. Inquences on personal decisions

1. How much are you in control of your own

life?

2. Positive and negative influences.

a. other people

b. aspects of self

c. organizations

ARRANGE PARTNERS

Go around and offer interpreta-

tions if requested or encourage

students to draw conclusions,

Ask what they recognize and what

is new.

DISCUSS WITH INDIVIDUALS OR

41ALL GROUPS

Be tentative about what isident-
,

ifie41,. The conclusions can. only'

be significant 'if the indiVidual

finds them significant. Use

words and phrases such as...."it

seems...," "you may..." "I.1voUld

guess.:.." "it might indicate..1'

Use grid to prompt questions

\ rather than answers.

IN PARTNERS'

Suggest each student in ,turn

tries to describe what. people th

other cne might like and what

people he orlshe-might not like,)

based on,the constructs on paper.

Ensure that students follow in-

struittons closely. Enoourige.

them to search for all influence

If they have difficulty, suggest:

situations where students mike\

choices, e.g. career, friend,

.classes, out-of-school activities:.



'0.;Time management

1. Organizing skills

2. Being responsible for your own life

3. Prime time

4. Making a time chart

a. procedure

b. interpretation

Ay

E. PoSt Assessment

1..Personal values

2. Influences

3. Use of time

.e?

CI

40,

EXTRA COPIES

Have ready prepared extra copies

of time chart

. Ensure agreement on completing

time chart. Go over method of

calculating actual time.:

Illustrate on chalkboard or

newsprint paper; give example of

one day's record. Use tally

system.

CHECK STUDENTS' UNDERSTANDING

Do this before anyone starts

recording: It might be advisabl

to go over procedures one day

ahead and practice be done in

class.

Collect, read and hand back ddr-
.

ing claSs. Give encouraging

comments.



3.8 Worksite Visits

A. Building realistic ejpectations

-1. Oiestioning'.job descriptions

2. The human side of the job

3. On-the-job visits

4. Talking with people in the trade

B. Group visits

.1. Exposure to different working environ-

ments

2'. Practice in observation

3. Asking questions

C. Individial visits

1. After working hours

/ 2, Interviewing the worker

3. Arranging the visit

D. Self Assessment-Comprehension

E. Assignment

1. Looking at Help Wanted ads

ILS Survival Skills-Fi6ding a Job

Worksite Visits

PREP/RATION

Arrange with any company that

allows it a group visit during

working hours.

Have sufficient copies for use.by

whole class of flelp Wanted ads ,

fromlocal neWspapers.

Become an informed source of

possible contacts for student

interviews with journeymen and

apprentices.

CHECK UNDERSTANDING

Ensure.students comprehend all

of the material before making any

contacts or visits.

HELP WITH ASSIGNMENTS

Supply Help Wanted'sections--ohe

to each student. Suggest they.

read thropgh-andcircle

interesting 'eds. Stress impor4,

tance that Ochworks-on,JAslr,

her own; it is practice:in; look-

ing fot jobs.. Collect .what:

studentsmiirft and hOpptA,Ac



2. Writing realistic job descriptions.

3. Contacting a journeyman or apprentice

4. Asking questions

5. Making a group visit

6. Reporting back
. .

7. Discussion
c

a

e>,

to whole group with summary of

students findings.

Read and comment on students'

descriptions. With individual's

permission, read out selection

to whole group and invite com-

parisons with job descriptions

in newspaper. ?

Supply names and encourage std-

dents to come up*with own con'

tacts. If necessam twO stu

dents could team up to make a

visit.

Role play telephone contact and j

get students tocogy out sug-

gested questions. Make individ-

ual contract witii each student,

setting deadlines tO call, to

visit and to report back. Check

on progress and share with rest
. *

of group.

Arrange for individuals to report

back tolwhole group at same

session.

Go over observations and ques-

tions beforehand. Ask students

to write' questions down. Divide

questions., and order-of add*

among group. Add any other
. .

questions suggested by groupi

Ensure that each student records

his or her observations:-Iiiyi*

thdividuals to report on their

feelings and.ffridings. .

Lead group discussibmpii-overali

findfAis.

=
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A

3.9 Resumes

A. Nature and function

1. Self advertisement

2. Summary of strengths and°skills.

3. Different ways to use resumes

4 Contrast application forms

B. Extracts from resumes

1. People'with little work experience

2. Presenting the best.interpretation

. of the facts .

;

C. Suggested format

i. Position desired

a. finding out atout,the job

b. matching your sxills'

2. Education

3. Relevant work experience'

4. Other relevant experience

,g. Personal data
A

6. References

a, making a list of your achieveffients

D. Identification of your skills

1. Personal and ilterpersonal,skills

2: Skills used in leisure and

ities

a. what could go wrong

' b. what skillsyou need to avoid mis-1

takes twe

c: stamp'collecting

d. planting' a. garden

E. A professional finish

1. Mping

2. Papei

Arrange another worksite visit.

. I1S Survivial Skills4inding a

Job-Restimes

PREPARATION AND MATERIALS

Large pad ofnewsprth.t and suf=

ficient markers '`or group. .En-

sure that there. adequate flat

surfaces.

:,
a.

44

0

:1
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c

F. Cover letter

1. Why them?

2. Why you?

3. Let's meet

G. Self Assessment

1. Personal and interpersonal skills
.

2. In a job context

6

o

3. Analyze three examples of work

O

H. Post Assessment

1. Organizing personal work experience

0

HELPING WITH ASSIGNMENTS

Be available throughout; when

students are workingron Self

And Post Assessment. Write on

chalkboard further suggestions

of persohal and interpersonal

skills.

'Suggest students help each

other in finding releiant exam-

plds of their application df

e

Allow partners to choose each

other. EmphasiZe broad defini-
,

tion of work to include.paid

and unpaid, part-time, etc.

Give examples.

Modelhow.stugefits can help each

other. Go around and ask

tions toelitit relevant infor--

mation.

Supply_sheets of newsprint and=

markers. Tell students to

gthe full area of paper. Check

that-students' are recordinOM

the suggested nformation*

Intpect-01404-44diiiidUatlyln

suggeit-besty-.Worgahl*-

data. AdAse on-where:tCOn=.

Clu*or, oMi,tAates_And'Oich
,

*600erienCeAciroU0-:or
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2. Writing a draft resume

O

separate.

Give encouragement and direct

help with drafting of resume.

Take best dra!, type it and

duplicate it on quality colored

pAper. With permission of stu-

dent, share with whole group.

'Encourage sharing ofdraft res-

umes.
,

Offer to help later if-

individuals want to develop a

finished version of resume.

r

AO,
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3.10 Interviews

A. Subjective nature of interviews
.

vie1. Content of hiringlaterws

2. Interviewers' opinions

3. Interviewees' opinions

B. Facts and opinions

1. Giving honest opinions

2. Interpreting facts

3. Quoting-reference's and examples

4. Deciding what is relevant

C. Employers' expectations

1. Objective measures of aptitude and

achievement

2. Appropriate attitudes and work habits

D. How to communicate interest and enthu-

siasm

1. Be genuine

2. Be informed

3. Showing enthusfasm

a. non-verbally

b. how to speak and what to say

E. How to communicate that you-will be a

good wader

1. Findingsexamples-

F. How to show you are trainable

1. School and non-school

G. How to show you work well with people

1. Relations with the interviewer

2. Giving examplg

H. How to be realistic about what you want

1. Knowledge of the work environment, -

2. Knowledge of the career structure

4 3. Answering questions about goals

ILS Survival Skills - Finding a Job-

Interviews

PREPARATION AND MATERIALS

Read material beforehand and re-

call examples from byin experience.

Have two copies of observel-s'

checklist for each student.



I. Appearance

1. Clothes

2. Grooming

J. Non-verbal behavior

1. Punctuality

2: Nervousness

3. Body posture

4. Gestures

5. Smoking and chewing

K. Being posidve

About yourself

2... About others

L. Self Assessment

1. Role play

a. interviewer

b. interviewee

c. observer

2. List of questions

3. Checklist

M. Post Assessment

1. Interview in front ,of"the group

2. Questions from Joint Apprenticeship

Committee

3. Giving positive feedback'

C. d'

FORM TRIADS

Go through checklist to ensure

understanding. Choose best .

working groups. Keep it moving

by limiting time for each role-

play. Be willing toliodel pos-

itive answers in interviewee's

role. -

Ask for a volunteer, then allow,

him or her to select next

viewee. Suggest use of obser-

ver's checklist, plus any other

positive comments. Give feed-

back from group and youhelf,

immediately after each interviil.

Invite interviewee to share his,

or her feelings experienced

during role play.

";
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3.11 Appropriate work habits and attitudes

A. Surviving on the job.

1. Keeping informed

O B. Emp-vcr's expectations

'91. Being punctual and dependable

2. Being honest

3. Being loyal

4. Being willing to learn and able to

take criticism

C. Expeqtations.of fellow workers ---

1. Proving yoUr competence

2. Being reliableand dependable

3. Being a learner

4. Being enthusiastic a. interested

5. Being honest abd loyal

D. proving yOur competence to your super-

visor

1. High standard of work

2. Keeping a written record of,your

achieveMents

3, Showing initiative

4. Taking on responsibility

5. A.sking for help

E. Interference of personal habits

1. Substance abuse

2. Seeking help

ILS Survival Skills-Finding a Job

-Appropriate Work Habits and

Attitudes

BE A RESOURCE

Share persdnal experience with

individuals. Encourage students

to ask any older people about

work habits and attitudes. Give

time forsharing students' find-

ings.

Show relevance of previous mod-

ules to both 2 and 3. Ask indiv

iduals what expectations a membe

of Survival Skills class has.

POSSIBLE DISCUSSION

What do individuals expect of

friends? What are peer group's

attitudes toward 4?

Be sensitive to possibility of

substance abuse affecting student

perfdrmance. Learn physical inr

dicatnrs; have referral addresses

*available.

a
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F. Self Assessment

G. Post Assessment

SUGGESTED READINGS:

Alberti, R.E. and Emmons, M.
Your Perfect Right
Impact, 1974.

Blicq, Ron
On the Move: Communication for Employees
Prentice -Hall, 1976

Bolles, Richard N.
The Three Boxes of Life
Ten Speed Press, 1978

Fast, Julius
Body Language
Pocket Books, 1971

Chapman, Elwood N.
Your Attitude is Showing: A Primer on Human
Relations
Science Research Associates, 1972

Ford, George A.
Planning your Future: A workbook for Personal
Goal Setting
University Associates, 1976

McCay, James T.
<The Management of Time
PTentice-Hall, 1977

Nelson, Robert E.
Decision Making
Vision Publishing, 1976

Peale, Norman V.
The Power of Positive Thinking
Prentice-Hall, 1952.

Check comprehension.

Tell student; to. repeat reading

and doing Post Assessment until

acceptable standard is reached.

Discuss with individuals any

disagreements over appropriate

answers and be flexible.



4.0 Trade Math

INSTRUCTIONAL OUTCOMES: The student will complete a diagnostic examination to

determine his or her level of math competency, and will receive instruction in

those areas of mathematics in which he or she experiences difficulty.

INTRODUCTION: People in every apprenticeable occupation routine:13/116e mathematics

in their work. The skilled worker who can perform fast and accurate math cal-

culations can work quickly and efficiently.

PRESENTATION

TEACHING OUTLINE TEACHING METHODS AND AIDS

v

4.1 Math Diagnosis

A. Used to test skills

1. Math diagnostic exam, attached,

or other suitable exam.

4.2 Math Remedial
, -

A. Used to upgrade skills

1. Modules, as listed, improve

performance levels.

Explain "placement exam" concept

Administer exam

Grade performance

Assist student to achieve

performance level



`,

ILS Math--Linear Measurement

ILS Math--Whole Numbers

Addition

Su t

!

raction

Mu tiplication

. Di ision

ILS Math--Addition & Subtraction of

common fractions and mixed numbers
.

ILS *Math-- Multiplication & Division of

common fractions and.whole and mixed

numbers

ILS Math--Compound numbers

!

ILS MathPercent

ILS Math--Ratio and Proportion

ILS Math--Decimals

Addition

Subtraction

Multiplication

Ofvision

ILS Math--Perimeters Areas and Volumes

ILS Math--Circumference and Area of Circles

ILS Math--Areas of Plane Figures, Volumes

of Solid Figures

ILS Math--Metrics

II



4.0 _Trade Math Diagnosis
/ Placement Test

1.

Name

Date

Read the distance from the start of the ruler to the letters A through 0 to

the nearest 1/32".

A=

B=

C=

r.

E= J=

16

tt

2

C

1
.11111 III lit

3 4

H

F=

G=

H=

I=

J K L

K=

L=

M=

N=.

0=

N



2.

686 + 240 + 1,320 + 16 + 400 =

40 - 16 =

Z92 X 16 =

180 5' =

A contractor buys 400 sacks of rock for three different joys. On the first
job he uses 78 sacks; on the second, Ey sacks; and on the gird, 205 sacks.
How Many sacks does he have left?

A contractor's bid on a school building is $78,265. When one wing is
omitted to cut'costs, he is able to cut his bid by $16,228. What is his
new figure?

3.

If a bundle of rock lath weighs 35 lbs. and it is permissible.to place 700
lbs. on any one area on a floor, how many bundles can be placed on any one
'area?

If 5 lbs: of putty are required'to install one light o glass, how many
lights,can,be installed with 85 lbs.?



4.

The improper fraction 48/32 expressed as a mixed number is:

The mixed number 4 3/8 expressed as an improper_ fraction is:

What is the leastoommon denominator for the following group of fractions:

1/8, 1/2, 1/4, an 1/12?

What is the sum of the following fractions: 7/8, 3/4, and 9/16?

If 3/4 is subtracted from 11/12, the difference is:

The sum of 1 5/8, 2 11/64, and 19 1/4 is:

5.
0

One roof is 1/3 larger in area than another. The smaller roof takes 24

squares of roofing material. How many squares of roofing material will the

larger roof take?



One - third of a box of glass is needed to glaze the north elevation of a
. building;2/3 of a box is needed to glaze the south elevation; 1/16 of a ,

box is needed tolaze the east elevation; and 1/2 of a box is needed to
glaze the west elevation. How many boxes are needed to glaze all four
elevations?

41.

From a bundle containing 101 linear feet of molding, a cabinetmaker uses
thp following amounts; 11 1/3', 8 3/4',12 1/8', and 9 5/8'. How many
linear feet of Molding does he use in all?

6.

The product of 1/2 X 7/8 is:

The quotient of 1/4 i 1/3 is:

If a roll of carpet weighs 467 1/2 lbs. and a running foot of the carpet
weighs 2 1/8 lbs.,.how many running feet are in the roll?

A piece of pipe must be cut to 3/8 the length of another pipe, which is 9'
long. How long a piece must be cut?

a

C.



7.

Write each of the following as decimals.

Seven tenths

Sixteen hundredths

Fifteen thousandths
N

Eleven ten-thousandths

Two thousand one hundred fifty-two thousandths

41

Convert each of the following measurements to feet in decimals.

A hoUse with a floor area of 1,860 sq. ft. is estimated to cost $18,042.
What is the cost,per square foot?

A stack of plastic sheets measures 2.28" thick, and it is known that the
.sheets average 0.06" in thickness. How many sheets are in the stack?

8.

The labor cost for the concrete work for a house was $248. The material
cost $210. What percent of.the total cost of the concrete work was for
material? 4'



An architect indicates a 1/8" = 1'0" scale in the drawing of a swimming
pool. What is this scale expressed as a ratio?

r

On a tile job in which fireclay is to IA used, a tilesetter tells his
helper to mix mortar according to the following formula: 6 buckets of
river sand, 1 bucket of fireclay, and 2 buckets of cement. What is ,the

ratio of sand to fireclay fn the mixture?

9.

Divide 19' 2" by 3' 10".

How many pieces of 2' 3" -wide gypsum lath will be needed to covera wall
48' 6" long?,

10.

What is the perimeter of-a room 2b' wide and 30' long?

What is the area, in 'square feet, of a floor 42' by 42'?

How many cubic yards of dirtfhave been removed for the basement and foundations
of a house if the excavation is 35' long, 35' wide, and averages 5' deep?

1-;
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The area of a circular putting green with a radius of 17' is how many.

square feet?

What is the area of a circular floor with a diadeter of 10' 6", to the

nearest square'foot?

What is the area, in square inches, of an acute triangle with a base of
8 1/2' and an altitude of 11 1/4"?

What is the area in square feet,.of the floor shown below?

How many cubic yards of concrete will be needed for the foundation walls
and footings- in the plan below if the walls are 6" thick and 18" deep, and
if the footings (shown in dotted lines>) will 1"equire 2 5/27 cu. yd. of concrete?

1. 6

2. 6 2/3

1--- I I '0"

3. 7

4. 7 1/6

9 0" -.I

4



What is the total'area, in square feet, of the exterior wall and gable
shown below, excluding window areas?

11.

3 inches

5.4 inches

7 feet

3.2 feet

6.5 yards

15:3 m

. 12.7 cm
. ..

50.8 mm
E

v.

N 20'0"

1:.

o

'

n

Metrics

v

cm

= , m.

=

=
7

. inches

= inches

m

m

= inches,



5.0 Physical Requirements/Trowel Trades

INSTRUCTIONAL OUTCOMES: The student will demonstrate knowledge of physical

requiremehts of the trade and the processes of physical development.

INTRODUCTION: The trade requires certain physical skills and abilities of the

worker: It 4 necessary that the student be aware of the physical demands of
the trade and understand factors of physical development.

__,-01+

PRESENTATION

TEACHING OUTLINE TEACHING.METIIODS AND AIDS

5.1 Physical Requirements

A. Strength

1. Lifting.

a. moving-material and equipment

weighing 20 to 100 lbs..(e.g.

brick and block placement).

2. Carrying.

a. material and equipment weighing

. 20 to 70 lbs. (e.g. boxes of tile)

3. Pushing..

a. using ballfloat.

4. Pulling.

a. removing forms.

On-site visit or clasSroom

simulation.

A.. Demonstrate

B. Lead discussion or question

on job ,site

C. Discuss proper technique

D.° Administer work sheet



B. Balance

1. tilmbing.

a. scaffold/ladders to elevated work-

2. Balancing.

a. on scaffolding with hawk and

C. Body Dexterity

1. iStoopiing.

a. picking up material.

2.. Kneeling.

a. \cement finishing. 4

3. Crouching.

a. while laying lower course of

brick.

4. Standing.

a. while. plastering walks/ceiling.

D. Manual Dexterity

1. Reaching above shoulder.

a. while plastering ceilings,

2. Reaching below shoulder.

a. for materials stacked on ground

(e.g. bricks).*

3. Handling.

a. gripping tools and materials'.

4. ,Feeling,

a. surface texture of plaster.

'E. Talking

1. Normal communications

F. Hearing

1. Normal communications.



G. Vision

1. Normal vision.

a. moving about jobsite.

2. Acuity near.

a. alignment of materials (e.g. level

square).

3. Acuity far.

a. overall appearance of finished

surfaces.

4. Color vision.

a. 'matching of materials (e.g. color

of files).

H. Coordination

1. Hand-arm.

a. use of tools (e.g. trowels).

2.- Foot-leg.

a. climbing ladders/scaffolding.

-

6?



PHYS CAL ACTIVITIES PRESENT IN THE TRADE: REQUIREMENTS (to be completed by student)

STRE TH

r

Weight Frequency BODY DEXTERITY

Stooping

Degree
of

Activ.

Fre-
quency

MANUAL DEXTERITY
.

Reaching -above shoulder

Degree
of -

Activ.

Fre-
Yuen-
cy

Lifting . $

Carrying Kneeling Reaching-below shoulder

. .

Pushing 'Crouching
ap ling

Pulling Crawling ,

Fingering

BALANCE

Climbing

Need Frequency Standing' Feeling

'Sitting TALKING (speech) ,

Fre-

luencl

s

Walking

Balancing
HEARING

Acuity Range

Reclining

VISION

Normal vision

Need Frequency VISION (Cont d) COORDINATION

Hand-arm

Degree re-

, -nc:

Acuity-near , Color vision
Foot-leg

Acuity-far Field of vision Eye-Hand-Foot

,

',

.

Depth perception

"11



5.2 Individual Developmental Processes

A. Maturation

I. .Causes physical changes in height and

body proportion.

2. Causes emotional changes.

3. A gradual process.

4. Fluttuates from person to person. -

B. Nutrition

1. Vital to normal4growth and develop-

ment.

2. Essential food groups.

a. dairy products.

b., meat.

c. vegetables and fruits.

d. bread and cereals.

C. Personal Care and Exercise

I. Good grooming habits.

2. Sufficient sleep and relaxation.

a. fatigue increases chances for

accidents.

3. Hobbies.

a. source of relaxation, help to

maintain good attitude.

4. Daily exercise.

a. stimulates interest.

b. relieves stress.

D. Substance Abuse

1., Marijuana.

a. affects nervous system.

b. affects thinking, judgment and

coordination.

c. long -term effects unknown.

ILS Physical Development

Explanation and Discussion

Invite Specialist

1

1

!



2. LSD.

a. affects chemical level in brain.

b. produces bizarre mental reactions.

3. .3arbiturates.

a. one of most commonly abused drugs.

b. slow responses.

c. physically addicting.

d. long -term use causes personality

disorders.

4. Amphetamines.

a. affect central nervous system.

b. commonly abused.

c. -cause psychological dependence.

d. dull emotions and impair ability

to make decisions.

5. Alcohol.

a. psychologically addicting.

E. Meeting Various Trade Requirements

-1. Recognize and prepare.

a. natural maturation processes may

play role.

b.. exercise will play role.

On-job-site visitations and

consultation with occupational

therapist.



6.0 Safety

INSTRUCTIONAL OUTCOMES: The student will be able to identify those hazards, acts

and conditions which affect safety on the job and will be able to identify ways

to avoid or correct them.

INTRODUCTION: A good worker is a slfe worker;' injury affects production, as well

as the ability of a person to earn a living.

PRESENTATION

TEACHING OUTLINE TEACHING METHODS AND AIDS

6.1 General Safety

A. Average--over 14,000 employees killed

each of past several years.

i. From 1960 to 1970 over 150,000 fatal-

ities.

2. Cost, excluding property damage,

$11.5 billion.

3. 50 million employee days lost in

1972.

B. Accidents

1. An unplanned and unforeseen occur-

rence that interferes withor inter-
!

rupts orderly progress of activity.

Explain, Discuss and Demonstrate

14here.Appropriate

ILS General'Safety



2. Should be analyzed to determine why

and how happened.

a. unsafe conditions; poor or defec-

tive equipment, poor housekeep-

ing, inadequate lighting.

b: unsafe acts; loose-fitting cloth-

ing; horseplay, removing guards.

C. OSHA

1. Williams - Steiger Occupational Safety

and Health Ala, 1970.

2. Requires empkoyers to provide safe

conditions.

3. Requires employees to comply.

4. Covers about 60-million people;

excludes federal employees.

A

6.2 Personal Safety

A.. Safety Consciousness

1. Be aware of good safety practices.

a. learn the rules.

B. Safety Awareness

1. Put safety consciousness to use.

a. obey the rules.

, C. Head Protection

1., 130,000 head injuries in 1976.

2. Wear clean, adjustable hard hat.

4

D. Eye and Face Protection'.

1. 1,000 eye injuries each day.

2. Wear safety glasses, goggles, masks;

shields if near harsh chemicals.

3. Wear safety glasses under shields.

ILS Occupational Safety- -

Personal Safety



. Hearing Protection

1. Ear inserts lower high frequency.

2. Ear muffs lower low frequency.

F. Lung Protection

1. Mechanical filters protect against

non-toxic dust.

2. Chemical-cartridge types protect

against lowconcentration of some

vapors.

3. Gas masks protect against organic

vapers and toxic gases for limited

time.

4. Supplied -air respirators protect

against high concentrations of gases

and fumes.

5. Self-contained breathing apparatus

protects against high concentrations

of gases, vapors, uucs, etc.

6. Air line respirators protect against

high concentrations of dusts, fumes,

mists, and low concentrations of

gaSes.

7. Select proper one for each job.

G. Hand Protection

.1. Average.of over 1,300 disabling hand

and finger injuries each day in 1976.

2. Gloves.

a. asbestos protects against thermal'

burns, hot or cold.
I

metal mesh protects against cuts

and sharp objects.

. er pr . -cts against electri-

cal and chemi burns.



d. neoprene and vinyl protect against

chemicals.

e. leather protects against rough

objects, heat and sparks:

f. fabric vrotects against dirt,

abrasions, slivers.'

g. coated fabrics protect against

chemicals.

3. Creams also used.

H. Foot Protection

1. Over 200,000 disabling foot and toe

injuries each year.

2. Wear 14ather steel- safety shoes

or bo ts.

A. Fire Types

I. "Glass A" of wood, cloth, paper.

2, "Class B" of liquids and gases, paint,

grease.

3; "Class C" of energized electrical

equipment.

4. "Class D" of metals or metallic dusts.

B. Methods of Extinguishing

1. Absorb heat--add water. *

2. Smother--add 'dry chemicals, foam.

3. Remove fuel-Jshut off supply.

C. Fighting Classes of Fires

1. Class A

a. water to cool heat..

ILSFire Types and Prevention
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2. Class B.

a. CO
2'

powder to. smother fire.

3. Class C.

a. non-conducting agent.

b. attempt to de-energize.

4. Class D.

a. special extinguishing agent for

types of metals.

6.4 Hygiene Safety

A. Exposure to Toxic Materials

I. Can create health hazards.

2.: Internal exposure.

a. breathing contaminants,

b. swallowing contaminants.

c. absorption through skin.

3. External exposure.

a. contact with skin.

b. can affect senses.

B. Noise Pollution

I. Measured in decibels.

2. Can affect hearing over period of

time.

3. Affects other parts of body.

a. changes size of 'blood'vessels,

makes heart work faster.

b. produces headaches.

c. aegatively affects nerves,

decreases powers of judgment.

IRS Qu-gpational SafetyHygiene

Safety
p.

sr.



C. Airborne Contaminants

1. Dusts; particles generated mechani-

cally.

a. can affect skin, eyes, lungs..

2. Fumes; solid particles of Condensa-

tion process.

a. common fumes caused by oxidation

of metal.

3. Mlsts. particles of liquids yff-

.liqui and solids.

4. Gases; low density, change to liquids

or solids.

5. Vapors; gases normally in solid or

liquid state at room temperature.

6. Contaminants may affect body in four

ways.

a. as irritants to lungs.

b. as asphyxiantt, prevent-blood

from normal transfer of oxygen.

c. as anesthetics or narcotics,

cause drowsiness and nausea.

d. as systemic poisons, attack vital

organs.

6.5 Hand 'Tool Safety ILS Occupational Safety--Hand

A. Hammers Tools

1. Face , )uld be 3/8" larger in dia-

me..er In object.

2. Strike uoject squarely and flatly.

3. Replace damaged handles before use.

4. Doez. stHke'wood- or plastic-

handled chisels.

5. Don't pound with cheek (side) of

hamwer.



Tr.

6. Don't pound,sharp objects with mallets

B. Chisels, Punches, Nal, Sets

1. Be sure tools are ground at proper

angles.

2. Remove mushroomed heads,

3. Hold tools with tongs il'being struck

'by another worker.

C. Screwdrivers

1. Select correct size and tip style.

2. Don't pound on screwdrivers.

3. Don't put hands and fingers under

work.

4. Don't use screwdrivers to pry.

5. Use appropriate wrench on square-

shank screwdriver.

,6. Use magneti-ed screwdriver to start

screws in awkward places.

7. Use non-sparing screwdrivers if

working near explosive hazard.

8. Use insulated screwdrivers when work-

ing on electrical devices.

9. Don't use screwdriver for electrical

testing.

D. Wrenches

1. Select correct type for job.

2. Select correct-size for snug fit.

3. Don't use cheater bars.

4. When using adjustable wrenches, always

pull, always against fixed jaw.

5. Be sure wrench fits squarely, not

tilted.

6. Don't pound with a wrench.



7. Use penetrating oil on "frozen"

objects.

E. Pliers

1. Select correct size and type.

2. Don't use cheater.

3. Excessive heat will draw temper from.

metal.

4 Don't pound with pliers.

5. Cutting pliers.

a. cut at right angle to wire.

b. point open side down so cut end

will not-fly out.

6. Use pliers with high dielectric insul-

ation when working on electrical

devices.

7. Keep jaws clean.
t

F. Vises

1. .Work as close to vise as possible,

2. Clamp objects in middle of jaws.

3. Don't use cheater bar.

4. Use adequate-sized vise.

5. Support far end(s) of long work to

avoid putting excess strain on vise.

G. Clamping Tools

1. Select correct size and type:

2. Keep moving parts clean and lightly-

oiled.

'3. Don't over - tighten.

4. Don't use cheater.

4 5. Don't use for hoisting' materials.
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H. Saws

I. Select correct size and type.

2. Maintain sharpness.

3. Check material before sawing.

4. Use.sawhorse or bench, not knee, when

sawing.

5. Make sure handle is clean and tight.

6. Be aware of hand, finger and leg posi-

tion before sawing.

7. Hacksaw teeth should point away from

handle to saw on push stroke.

8. Wear gloves when sawing metal.
...1.

I. Snips, Shears
4

I. Select correct size and type.

2. Keep blades sharp.

3. Do not cut wire.

4. Use only.hand pressure.

5. Wear gloves.

J. Files, Rasps

I. Select proper size and type,

2. Bon't use wood file or rasp on metal.

3. Cut on forward stroke.

4. Keep teeth clean.

5. Use proper sized handles.

6. Don't use to pry.

6.6 Power Tools

A. Circular Saws

I. Operate only with fixed guard on upper

half of blade and flexible guard on

lower half; don't tamper with guards.

0

ILS Occupational SafetyPower

Tools

i
4
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2. Blade should clear material by maxi-'

mum 1/8".

3. Operate by not forcing; forward

motion only.

4. Check material for nails, grit, etc.;"

support material so it doesn't bind.

5. Allow blade to come to full speed

before cutting; prevents kickback.

6. Make sure lower guard has returned

before setting down.

7. Clean sawdust from lower guard often.

B. Sabre Saws

1. Select proper blade for material.

2. Feed blade slowly.

3. Hold saw base against material.

C. Pneumatic Tools

1. Secure all hoses.

2. Clean with compressed air only if

less than 30 PSI with guard.

3. Hoses over 1/2" diameter must have

safety valve at source.

4. Hose couplings must have safety con-

nection.

5. Nailers should have device to prevent

ejecting when not in contact with

work.

6. Point tools toward floor when carry-

ing.

7. Shut down, turn off air supply, bleed

line.

8. Wear safety equipment, goggles,

shields, etc.'-

4

83.
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U. Hydraulic Pcwer Tools

1. Fluid used must be fire-resistant and

approved by U.S. Bureau of Mines.

2. Don't exceed manufacturer's pressure

recommendations.

3. Don't touch stream of fluid from leak.

E. Compressors

1. 'Storage tanks must be approved by

American Society of Mechanical

Engineers.

2. Drain condensed water daily.

3. Tanks must have safety relief valve.

4. Pressure gauge must be maintained

accurately.

F. Powder-Actuated Tools.

1. Test before loading each day.

2. Load just before using.

3. Wear hearing, eye protection.

4. Don't point at anyone; keep hands

away from barrel end.

5. Leave protective guards in place.

6. Must have safety device to prevent

accidental firing, and to prevent

firing if tilted.

7. Don't operate near combustion hazard.

8. Should only be operated by trained and

qualified personnel.

9. Return tool to case after use.

10. Don't drive fasteners into extremely

hard or brittle materials.

84
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7.0 First Aid

INSTRUCTIONAL OUTCOMES: The student will successfully complete an eight-hour
multi-media first aid class, taught by a qualified instructor, and will obtain a

First Aid Card.

INTRODUCTION: Persons employed in any occupation, especially those occupations
which deal with power and hand tools, encounter situations when first aid may be
necessary to prevent an injury from becoming more serious. A first aid course,
successfully completed, prepares individuals to cope with many of thosd situations

PRESENTATION

TEACHING OUTLINE TEACHING METHODS AND AIDS

7.1 First Aid

A. Eight-hour multi-media course, or

equivalent, offered by:

1. Red Cross

2. Medical Services, Inc.

3. Police Department

4. Fire Department

5. Other service and health

organizations.

Administer course



8.0 Blueprint Reading

'INSTRUCTIONAL OUTCOMES: The student will be able to identify and use the concepts

of working drawings and their comp nt : scaling and Dimensioning, sketching,

orthographic, pictorial and isometric p ections, as well as construction

symbols commonly found in blueprints.

INTRODUCTION: A skil,ed worker must understand the language of blueprints to
advance in any trade where prints are used.

PRESENTATION

TEACHING OUTLINE TEACHING METHODS AND AIDS

*8.1 Scaling and Dimensioning

A. .Scale

I. The ratio of drawing dimensions

to object dimensions.

2. Alvoys indicated on drawing.

3. Vary, depending on size of paper

and detail to be shown.

4. Measured by architect's scale,

engineer's scale, draftperson's

scale.

5. Technique of measurement:

architect's; scale is placed on

drawing, Telad in marked incre-

ments.

D E.TAI L 5H. Ho. 7
(MALL:W=11D' AfPflOVLD 573

OFFICE RE

Scale as Shown

Architect's Scale



8.0 Blueprint Reading

INSTRUCTIONAL OUTCOMES: The student will be able to identify and use the concepts
of working drawings and their components: scaling and dimensioning, sketching,
orthographic, victorial and isometric projections, as well as construction
symbols commonly found in blueprints.

INTRODUCTION: A skilled worker must understand the language of blueprints to
advance in any trade where prints are used.

.2S
PRESENTATION

TEACHING OUTLINE

8.1 Scaling and Dimensioning

'A. Scale

1. The ratio of drawing dimensions
,

to object dimensions.

, 2. Always indicated on drawir.g.

3. Vary, depending on 'size of raper .

and detail tobe shown.

4. Measured by.architectl! scalc,

engineer's scale, draftperson's

("4--... 5. Technique of measurement:

architect's scale is placed on

drawing, read ion marked incre-

ments.

TEACHING METHODS AND AIDS'

D ETAI L 5H No. 7
SCALE: 3/4.= 1.Cr

DAT e t'G-11-150

APPROVED OY:

OFFICE. RE

Scale as Shown



B. Dimensions

1. Are size descriptions for drawn

objects.

2. Located on working drawings by:

a. dimension lines--indicate

distance between two points

(usually between two exten-

sion iines); contain dots or

arrows at ends.

b. extension lines--mark the

beginning and end of distance

3. Placed in orderly fashion on

drawing.

8.2 Sketching

A. Uses

1. For conveying rough ideas or

organizing ideas.

2. For details, developed from

existing drawing.

B. Materials

1.

2.

3.

Pencil, soft lead.

Eraser, gum.

Paper, coordinate.

a; rectangular grid

b. isometric grid.

C. Size, Proportions

1. Generally not drawn to scale,

but should remain proportionately

accurate.

5'

Dimension's

1110

ti

Lead
Holder

Rectangu
Grid

\,\

Isometric Grid

88
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D. Procedures

1. Determine overall size of object.

2. Create short lines by d& firm,

quick 'stroke.

a. go through motion of stroke

with pencil removed from

paper.

b. pencil point on paper entire

time\

E. Basic,Forms

1. Squares, rectangles,-triangles,

circles.

2. Layout crosses (intersecting

lines) 'to provide reference

points for drawing.

3. Circles and arcs etched with

little finger of rawing hand

as pivot; move paper, not hand.

8.3 Drawing Types and Views

A. Orthographic Projection

1. Calledorthograpic drawrMgsor

"true" drawings, also "three-

view' or "multiview."

2. Almost universally used in

architect and engineer drawings.

3. Drawn to scale.

4. Each view shows one iace or side

of object as seen from square

- view.

5. Possibre.to indicate true size,

shape end location of all object

parts, and dimension clearly.

Explain and Discuss:

All References made to:

ILS Scaling and Dimensioning

ILS Sketching.

ILS Types of Drawings and Views

Orthographic Dralving
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6. Each. view is 90° rotation of

other view.'

7. All related views must be studied

together to visualize object

shape.

B. Types of Lines'

1. 'Border Line.

a. a thick, solid black line

(blue).

shows geographical dr space

borders.

2. Visible object line.

a. a thinner solid black line

b.

(blue).
1

b. shows visible edges of object.

3. Hidden object line.

a. a line of equidistant and

equal length dashes.

b. shows edges of important

elements hidden from view.

4. Section line. \.

a. a thick, broken line with

arrows turned at 90° angle.

delineates sections of objectb.

represented.

5. Center line.

a. a thih line of alternately'

long and short dashes.

b. shows centers of'objects

(doorways; e.g.) and rela-

tionship with given.dimen-

sionS.

Border Line

Object Line

Hidden Object Line

Section Line

.f")

4
Center Line



6. Long break line.

a. ,a thin solid line,...Straight,

with occasional z1g -zags.

b. indicates a break in object.

7. Extension line.

a. a short thin line, drawn

perpendicular to dimension

line.

b. shows beginning and ending

point of\measurement; lines

are xtensions of object or

part.

8. Dimension line.

a, a long thin line, with dots

or arrows on each end, broken

in middle for numbers.

b. touch'extension lines and

give measurement from one

extension line to another.

\C. Pictorial Drawing

1. Shows more than one face of

object.

2. Advantage: easier for lary person

to understand.

3. Disadvantage: distorted object

lines and angled.

4. Useful to give "completed" look

renderings.

Long Break Line

Extension Line

Dimension
Line



a
D. Axonometric Drawing

1. A type of pictorial drawing':

2. Three principle axes used.

3. Can represent any Object by

changing viewpoint.

Isometric position is priticiple

one used.

E. Isometric Drawings

1. Viewed fromiexact position in

which three of sides are equally

foreshortened.

2.' Three axes: one axis vertical

and other two at 30° from hori-

zontal base.

3. Will appear in tru6\proportion.

4. Will not appear in true scale

lengths.

Isometric Drawing

1
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9.0 .00ls/Trowel Trades

INETRJCTIONAL OUTCOMES: The student will be able to identify, select and explain

the use of tool; commonly used in the trowel trades, as well as to demonstrate

'basic manipulative skills.

INTRODUCTION: Knowledge of the proper tools and their correct use is extremely

important to the trowel trades. The right tool will make the job inch less work

and easier to achieve a professional finiFh.

PRESENTATION

. TEACHING OUTLINE TEACHING METHODS AND AIDS

9.1 General fools

9:1.1 Plastering Tools

A. Hawk

1. Metal or wood board forming a plat-

form surface. Usually has bracket

for mounting on pole or post, or to

be hand-held.

2. Used to hold and carry various mor-

tars and plastic materials.

3. Either hand-held or mounted on sup-

port, mortar is place0 on hawk to

provide easy access.

Explain and Demonstrate

Invite Supplier to Demonstrate

NAH6 Plastering) ov.tit.

IL1S Trowel ,Trades Tools

/
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B. Trowel

1. Metal, shapes and sizes vary accord-

ing to use.

2. Used to apply and shape plaster.

3. Hanj -held, remove plaster from hawk,

apply to surface and spread.

C. Scarifier (Scratcher)

1. Metal rake like tool.

2. Designed.to scratch. surface of unset

plaster to improve bonding surface

for next coat.

3. Drawn over surface of plaster coat

before plaster has set; roughens sur-

face for better Abish coat bond.

D. Pointing Trowel

1. Pointed.metal trowel.

2. Multipurpose tool, used to clean

tools, troweling in spaces large

trowel can't reach, using small pats

of material and working in mitered

corners.

3. Hand-held, to transfer plaster to

work surface and spread plaster.

E. Margin Trowel

1. Squire ended metal trowel.

2. Used to apply plaster in narrow

places, clean tools, etc

3. Hand-held to Zransfer plaster to work

surface and spread.

"s.

..



i Spirit Level
.

1. Metal or wood, length varies; usually

Has three or more calibrated vials.

2. Used to check whether a surface is

level or plumb.

3. Placed flush against surface, if bub-

ble centIrs in calibration, surface

is Level .

G. Straight Edge (Rod)

1. Wood or metal, length varies, often

5'8" long with straight, true edge.

2. Used to straighten surface of walls

and ceilings.

3. DraWn over freshly 4pplied plaster

to e'en out surface irregularities.

H. Darby

1. Wooden tool, size and length vary;

handle on back surfa:e for gripping..

2. Used to float over freshly placed.

brown mortar coat; compacts and

smoothes mortar.

I. Featheredge

1. Metal tool with curved flange edge;

lengths vary.

2, USed to straighten corners, finish

coat; often used instead of

straight edge (rod) to straighten

walls and ceilings.

3. Hand-held, drawn over surface to

smooth and level surface.

Wooden Level

Darbys

I.



J. Floats

1. Metal or wooden backed and handled

tools with various surface materials

and surface textures (e.g. cork

rubber; smooth, textured).

2. Used to level off the humps and

depressions left by other tools'

work; compacts material on wall sur-

face; may also produce textured sur-

face.

3. Hand-held, stroked over surface for

finished appearance.

K. Brushes

1. Browning brushes, ideally 61/2" X 4"

bristle brush; finishing 1)ushes,

with bristles or felt type.

2. Browning brushes used to "throw"

water on plaster surface to provide

slippery surface for tools to

straighten and shape plaster; finish

brushes used to brush water directly

onto stirfacd while final coat of

material is applied.

3.\ Hand-held, use flicking notion for

Browning brush, stroking motion for

finish brushes.

L. Angle Plane

1. Metal tool with handle; multiple

blades set-at staggered angles.

2. Used for preparing surface, knocking

down high spots, cleaning angles and

'scraping after brown coat has set.

Wooden
Floats

Rubber
Float
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3. Hand-held, use scraping motion to
; .

reduce and eliminate surface irregu-

lvities.

Ce ent Finishing Tools

nd Tamper.

.

^

Flat metal surface with pole type-

handle; surface area and length.of

pole/handle varies.

2.. Used to compact earth .or fill for

subgrade.

3. Hand:held, surface ls driven down-

. ward to compact subgrade With plung-

ing.moiion, %

B. Square Nose Shovel

I. Shovel with flat, rather than pointe

blade; various sizes and handle

lengths; usually Size #2 is selected.

2. Used to spread and distribute'cohL

crete uniformly, for reMnving soil

and roots from subgrade.

3. Hand-held, 121dde may be assisted by.

foot to drive into subgrade.

C. Kumglong ("ComeLa'-Long")
.

I. Cu rved".bladed, long- handled tool.

2. .Used for spreading and aistributing

concrete without segregation:

3. Immediately after concrete is.placed,

kumalong is used with raking motion

to redistribute concrete.

NAH6' (Cement Mason s ) Vp.cit.
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D. Concrete Rake

1.' SiMilar to kumalong, but has serrated

edge.

-a. not a garden hoe oP

'2. Used t6 spread and distribute con-

crete after placement.

3. Used in raking motion, like kumalong.,

E. Strike/off

I. Screed, rod and straightedge made of

metal or wood (often 2 X 4s); often
.

made on job to suit need,

2. Used to level surface immediately

after concrete has been spread out

in forms.

3. Drawn over surface.using forms as

a guide.

. F. Darby

1. 'Long and short handled wooden tools

with flat 'surfaces.

2. Used to level outhigh and low spots

left by straightedge operation;

imbeds coarse aggregate; must be used

before bleed water collectS-On sur-

face; useful in confined areas.

3. Used by di-awing or pushing long,

smooth strokes over surface.

G. Finishing Tools.

1. Straightedger, radius, corner tools.,,

jointer/groover, trowels. Metal

and wooden tools of various shapes

and sizes.

Darby

Inside
Corner
.Trowel

Groover,
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2. Used to provide neat, rounded edgeS

that help, prevent, chipping or break-

ing off; compacts and .hardens con-

crete next to form; used after con-

crete has been cut. away from forms

with a trowel and after it has set

up, so it can hold the tool shape.

3. Hand-held, used with stroking motion.

H. Bull Float

I. Long handledwide-bladed float.

2\. Used to eliminate'high and' low

spots left by straightedge; imbeds

coarse agaregate.

3. Long even strokes pushed or drawn

'over surfade.

I.. Wheel Barrow

I. rh1etal bed with wooden handles,.
4

usually has pneumttic tire; bed. size

varies.

2. Used to mix dtdtranspri concrete.

3. Wheeled by hard using proper lifting

e 04
Edging Trowel

Outside°
Corner
Trowel

techniques.

J. Mixing Board

I. Flat, clean surface of variop size'

and composition.

.2. Use as surface.for mixing concrete.

3. Place dry ingredients on.board, -form

depretsion in center, add water and
.

mix toward center.



K. Screed Stakes

1. Stakes used to establish level to,

4a which concrete will be pOured.

2.. Imbedded in level ground to uniform.

-height; concrete pour level is mea7

sured against stakesr

9.1.3 Bricklaying Tools

A. Trowels

1. Pointed metal blade 9" to 12" long,

41/2" to 7" wide with plastic or

wooden.handles.; types are: butter-.

ing, gauging, duck bill, croas joint,

and pointing. '1"`

2. Used.to transfer mortar'from mortar

board to brickhead or.bed joint.

B. Martar Boards

1'. Flat wooden surface:

2. Used to hold mixed mortar close to

work.

3. 'Place board close to'work location.

with mortar centered on board.

C. Jointer/Striker

1. Several types and sizes of metal'

tools, made of cast or forged rods

or stamped metal.
. .

2. Used to finish mortar joints; long, .

. horizontal joints are finished most

easily with sled Kanner styles;

3. Hand-held, rubbed across mortar joint

before it hardens.

Mortar
'Board..

Slicker

Concave \
Jointers\-

.

'V" Join.*

GrapeOne.

;

,

"̀

FI
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D. Brushes.

1. Producediria variety of shapes and

textures.

2; USed to,remove mortar from masonry,

(wash brick surfacemith muriatic

acid) and fdr general cleaning.

3. 'Hand-hgld, used in a back and forth .

stroking action.

E. Spirit Level
O

1. Metal or wood. measuring devices,

length \saries; usually has-three

or more calibrated vials.

2. Used to chechether a surface is

level otP-ttimb .

3.

bubble centers in calibration, stir.;

Placed flush against surfacevfbif
0

.

face is level.
.

F. Line Level

1. Tube shaped with:hooks to hang on a:

line.

,2. used to check lel/plover long dis-

tances; e.g. excavation and form set-
t

ting.

3. After setting line check calibration
.

on vial, if bubble is centered, line

is level,

G. Chalkline. f

1. String coated with chalk, eithef

open dr enclosed reel; chalk is

usually red or blue.

2. Used to Mark straight lindsbetween

two, points.

tC:F36

Spiritlevel

9

11`,.
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3. Line is stretched across surface

between two points, raised from sur-

face and snapped; line mark .H; a

straight line between both marks.

11. Brick Hammer,

I. Fiat head for
.

striking; other side

is drawn out to chisel shape. Han -'

dies of wood, fiberglassior metal,

with rubber grips; 12 to 24 oz.

height.

.Used to drive nails, strike chisels

and break or chip masonry materials.

3.. Hand-held,.swing as Conventional

hammer; use caution to protect eyes.

O

I. Chisel's--

I. Hardened, sharpened steel of various

blade shapes.
.it

2. Used to cut and split masonry/stone.

3. Strdck with hammer along cutting

line.

O

9.1.4 l'ile Setting Tools :

A. :Serratedfrowel

T. Metal blade with serrated edge, Metal
4C

,
.

i- or wooden hai ndle. ,

-,. Alsed,to- apply -firm 'et or-mastic..

3. Hai'id7held; draW.adross_surfaca,,

spreading materlal;use'serrated--

edge.to prgitide textured surface for
q

. .

improved

i

.

-I

Brick Chisel

Brick Hammer

Cold

Cape

Half Roqnd

Diamond-136th

Round PointY

O .

"

''-'
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B.:Margin TroWel

. 1. Metal, square nosed blade with wbod

or metal handle.

.2. Used to spread thiAset or mastic

along borders or edges of work sur-
f

face.

3. *Hand-held, draw) over surface at

angle,to spread material.

C. Spirit Level

1. Metal or wood body, length varies;

usually hasdihree,qr more calibrated

-2. Used to.check level and plumb O'n*

.' surfaces.

1.- Placed flushagainst surtace, if

bubble centers.in calibration, su6

= face is level.

D. ,Euilder's Square3(Carpenier's or Framing

Square)

1. Metal; blade and'tOngue.length varies

Accurate calibrations to 1/16" or .

en featuring precise right angle

AO

between tongue and blade; havg tables

of infokation on surface.

2. Used to check.for squareness of

corners, measuring and marking r.
4

lengths..

3. Used is a ruler for measuring and

marking; held uppro corner for

checking squareness; tongue and

7,bladeide up.io perpendicular sur-

face WithOut gaps,-corner is a right

angle (900).

1

Fl
0

8

==

3
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E, lile Cutter

1.' Flat calibrated 'surface with horizon-

tal cutting blade.

2. -Used to cut tiles to size prior to

.

3. Place tile on surface, depress lever,

or handle which lowers blade and 'cuts

___ til.e

.

F. Cloth,.Sponge, Cheesecloth

1._ Used with water to wipe-grout.from
-

tile face.,
.

. 2. Wipe in circular motion Repeat

until surface is clean (grout-free).

G. Straightedge or Rod ,

1.

2.

Metal'or wood of various lengths.

Used to level dry pack surface and

guide while setting tile'on wails or

floors. .

.

3. Draw'straightedge over dry' pack with

smooth- even strokes; for guide, hold

above course being set to/gain orb-
_

per alignment and spgciog.

H. Chalkline

1. String coated with chalk; either
,

open roll or enclpsed self-chalking

reel unit.

2. Used for marking layobt for tile.

3. Line is,stretched acrosiitiFfda7--

between two "points"; raised above
)

surface andsnapped; ckalk mark is a

straight line betWeen Uoth,pointS.

a
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. Tapping Block and Mallet

J.

1. Blocks of wood--size varies. Mallets

of wood or,rubber.

2. Used to imbed tile into thinset or',

mkstic.

3. Block is placed oo tile and tapped

- i'fliith mallet, or used withot4t mallet.

Tile Nippers

1. Metal straight blade cutting tool

(like scissors).

2. Used to cut tile to size and shape.

3. Use scissor cutting motion to cut

tile.

K. Saws

v1. Most commonly used are handsaws and

hacksaws.

2. Used to cdt wood and metal (hacksaw).'

o-

L. Mortar hoe
.

Generally wooden handled with'metal

blade; blade is perpendicular to

handle.

2. Used-to mix mortar.

M. Shovel-

1. Wooden,handled with metal blade;

shape of blade varies as. does length

of handle.

2. -Used-to prepare dry ingredients for

mortar.

Tapping Block

Mallet.

Handsaw
e

Hacksaw



N. Moiat' 114rd

I. I lat wooden curfacci.

2.' Used to hold mixed mortar:

. 3. Set up in immediate,work area.

0. Mortar Box

1. Wooden ormeta.1 container.

2. Used to hold-mortar while mixing.

40

P. Hawk

1. 'Metal or wooden board formihg a

platform surface; usually hat bracket

for mounting on pole-or post, or

to hold in hand.

Used to hold mortar while working.

1. Mortar is placed on hawk-to provide

easy access during work.

Q. Rubber.Grout Float

1. Rubber base on wood or metal handle;
1

size varies.

2. Used fo:surface grout joinIs.

3. Float is pressed over tile and grout

and moved in circular motions.

A

'Aluminum Hawk

. Wooden Hawk

R. Pointing Trowel

, 1. Flat metal blade with pointed nose.

2. Used in places where large trowel

won't reach, and for applying small

Rubber Float



10.0.Materials/Trowel Trades

INSTRUCTIONAL OUTCOMES: The-student will be able to identify and describe types,
charecte.-istics and uses of basic materials of the trdWel`trades.-.

INTRODUCTION: Careful selectiOn of materials to be used'on'a job Is the key to

successful work. Selecting and mixing the wrong materials,mill invite problems
and poor results.

PRESENTATION

TEACHING OUTLINE. TEACHING MET)IODS AND AIDS

10.1 General Materials

10.1.1 Plastering MateHals

A. Gypsum

1. Processed gypsum rock.

. 2. Dry-powder; available in MO lb. bags.

3. Used as most common ingredient in

interior plastering materials.

B. Lime

1. ProcessaPlimestone rock.

2. Dry powder form; available in 50'to

60 lb. bags':.:
;

- 3. Ingredients'used'to provide-pliabil-

ity ("plasticityl and retard drying.

ti

Explain and .Discuss

Invite, Supplier to Demonstrate

NitilB ( Plastering) op.ci,t.

ILS Trowel Trades Materia)s

f

se



C. Portland Cement

1. Product of lime silica, iron oxide

and other ingredients.

2. Dry powder; available in -94 lb:bags.

3. Common vigredient in concrete, exterr.

for ppa:,ter and other plaster subject

to moisture.

D. Aggregates

1. Sand, wood fibers, perlite, vermicu-

lite.

2. Dry granular or processed fibers.

( 3. Used to add bulk and increase cover-

age; may nrovide surface texturing
4

characteristics.

E- Master Products

Neat .gypsum.

a: base coat plaster without aggre-

.gate.

2. Gauging-plaster. ' -

a. specially ground gypsum with well

defined rapid setting properties.

i.

3. Molding plaster."
---

a. finely ground gauging vaster,

pften-bsed for decorative, detail

-"work.

4. Keenes Cement.

a. not cement, but high strength

white gypsum, used for finish

coat.

5. Wood fiked gypsum.

a. peatgypsum with wood fiberi pre-

mixed, used-as:scratch coat over

metal lath.

A

4

4

A

14t

. ,

F

0



6. .r.inishing limes: tit
a: used ,to provide

bulk, plasticity

'avdeasier spreading for finish
coat.!,

1

F Admixtures 1

1. Setting ageRts, bonding agents, fire
retardant substahces.

2. Used to vary setting time of plater,
improve bonding to base or increase
fire resistance.

G. Bases for Plaster

41. Gypsum board lath.

a. made of special paper with gypsum
enclosed.

b. various thickness
and sizes of

sheets.

c. may be perforated-to improve-bond-__
ing.

2. Metal lath.,

a. made of. alvanized steel or wire.

11

b. designed to provide the best

mechanical bond for plaster.
.

3. Welded or woven wire paper base.
,a. absorbent paper with wise inter-

woven.

b.
ofteri.used with

machine-applieri
..`rik

.

plSster.
,

4.f Mas64y bases.

a. ,cinder block, brick, rock or, con -

crete." ..

b. may be used
ifbonding is assured;

may-require Oughening or bonding
,

agent.
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t 5. Wood lath.

a. thin strip_ of wood naildd to frame

work; seldom used today.

H. Water--clean; used in varying amounts.

10.1.2 Concrete Materials

A. Cement

1. Product -of lime, silica, 'iron oxide

and other ingredients.

2. Dry powder; availble'in 94 lb. bags,

has high comkession strength but

low tensilc (stretching) strength;

admixtures may be added to chan6e

properties (strength, f'ceze resis-

tance, setting time).

3 Common ingredient in concrete; must

be steel reinforced to provide good

-tensile strength.

B. Aggregate

1. Sand, stone and gravel.

2. Fine;usually. sand, 4" and smaller;

coarse, usually rock Or gravel larger

thar!1 4"; graded by size.

3. -Used as bulk ingredient in making

concrete. Varying size and propor-

tion4-of aggregate will change char -

acteristics of condrete.

C. Additives
)

1. Coloring agents -- usually added as dry

powder in mixing process to add vari-

ous colors to concrete.

NAHB (Cement Masons) op.cit.

0

A



2. Air entraining agents.

a. designed to introduce small air

bubblesl!into concrete to improve

freeze-thaw characteristics

greatly.

3. Hardening agents. /'

a. used to provide increased strength

characteristics.

4. Settihg agents.

a. used to regulate setting time.

5. Curing agents.

a. used to regulate hydration process

for curing cement.

D. Forms
/

1. Wood, metal, tc.; hold, wet concrete
,

in desired sh pe until it sets.

E. Water--clean, used in varying amounts.

.

10.1.3 BrAcklaying Materials

A. Bricks

1. Manufactured claY masonry or ceramic

material; size and shape vary as

do colvor, face and. surface texture;

size ranges from 3" to .121' thick,

2" to 8" high and lengths to 16" are

common.

2. Used to forM solid or hollow walls;

may be either' load- or non-load-

bearing; may be used to provid,

decorative surface texture orWtern;

also used in walks, decks/flooring and

fireplaces.

'Kicklighter op.cit.
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B. Tile--Hollow Clay Tile

1. Structural clay

a'. load-bearing or*npn-load-bbaring;

size 3" to 8" thick (nominal),.

5 1/3" to 12" (noMinal) high,

8, 12, or 16" long.

-2. Structural facing tile.

a. glazedwide range of colors and

texture or ungl&zed; many sizes

available in modular dimensions

(4. muli:Y.

3. Hollow, meaning each'unit has net

cross-sectional surface less than

75% of its gross cross sectional area

(measured parallel to bearing surface)

hollow channelsjpay run horizontal or

vertical to wall.

4. Used to construct both load-bearing

and non-bearing walls and artitions,

decrativg screen and wall facing

trcatments:

C. Blocks

1. Solid and hollow concrete'block avail-

able in wide range of sizes end shapes

based on a 4" module; glass block

available in functional, general pur-

pose and decorative categories..

'P.

2. Inexpensive, good insulation, sound

reducing properties, fiNiresistant;

weathers well and highly available;

concrete blocks have high compressive

strength.

.3. Concrete trick and block used to con-

struct bearing-ind-non-bearing-walls

and partitions.
0

-\J



1. Three major groups of natural stones:

a. 'igneous.

(1) granite.

b. sedimeptary.

(1) sandstone.

(2) limestone.

c. metamorphic.

(1) marble.

(2) slate.

d. additonally there' is manufactured

stone, designed to simulate the

'appearance of most types natural

A stone..

2. Usually irregular in shape; proVides

highly-decbrative surface pattern's

and texiures;)slower and mere diffi-

cult to use than fabricated masonry

units, due to irregular shape.

3. FrRquently used as veneer, trim and

floor or id paving,iPplications;

occasionally used for foundations,

exterior walls and'ciiimneys., thoUgh

'less frequently than in past.

E. Mortar ,

1. Made of varying proportions of Port-

. land or masonry cement; sand, lime.

and water, where total aggregat6 to

cement/lime ratio t 'not --xdss than-

24 and not More, than

of cement and lime- used;-UsUaliy-greY7
6

ish in, color but may or

colorect by Using. wqtk,CeMent and

pigments for dolbr;-ili* for plain

or .reinfOrced-apOlcatiPOS.:
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2. Mortar properties/characteristic.

a. workability--has ability, to

spread easily, cling to vertical

surfaces and extrudereadily from

joints withqut dropping or smear-

ing.

b. water retentivityability to

resist rapid water loss.

c . consistent rate of hardening--

allows laying units-and tooling

joints to the same degree of hard-

ness.

O

'1

d. bond -- determined by extent of con,

tact between units and mortar,

tensile strength or force,required

to separate the units.'

e. durabilityability to)dithstand.

-exposure.

strength--abi- lity to,withstand

-compressive loads exerted on

-masonry structure.

appearance -- uniformity ofc'color

and shade.

F. Anchors, Ties and ReinforceMents

1.. Types. ,

a. .metal wire, rod, and formed bars.

2. Uses and characteristics.

a.//used to provide tensile strength

and.eo tie walls, partitions and

other building.unfts,together. V
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10.1.4 Tile Setting Materials

A. Tiles ,

1. Wide range available,in varying size,

color and texture; fall into following

major catagories.

white clay back.

b. porcelain mosaics'.

c. natural clay mosaics.

d. quarry tile.-

e. soft-backeq glazed quarry tiles.

f. vitrous tile.

g. glass mosaics.

B.' Grouts

.1. Formulated for different applications-

.
and appearances.

2. Major types arer,

a. wall- type. -

b. natural cement.

c. pre-mixed color.

d, sanded.

e. non-sanded.

ft epoxy.
-

g.. furnane grouts.

1. Used to fil&ijoints .between.

. 1

C. Morfars

1. Designed to provide level, inter-

mediate'sdrface.on which-tile

bonded. ,

2. .1-wo'mjor types.

a. wall type.

b. floor type.

1.

4

,
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Mastics

1. Provide for adhesion between tile and

subsurface. - 4

2. Formulated in a wide variety of types

to provide specifib properties for

different types of-application and/or

tile being used.

3. Major types:

a. wall mastic.

b. floor mastic:

c. 'thinset mastic.

d. epoxy mortar.

e. acrylic 'thinset.

f. latex mo'otar.
o

E. Sealers

1.4.Designed to protect tile surface.-

2. Categories,

a. wax.

b. acrylics.

c. latex.

d., solvent base.

e silicone.

f.. emulsion.

3. Follow manufaturer'sidirections for

application.

'F. Screeds

1. Wood lattices.

2. Used to provide leveling guide when

applying mortar.

ly

o J
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11.0 Trowel. Trades Processes '4.

INSTRUCTIO L OUTCOMES: The student will be able fo describe and execute the
tasks and ocesses of work accomplished to the trades.

,

INTRODUCTION: The skilled worker must be able to !identify the proper steps to
performt in order to satisfactorily complete eproject. Proper -execution of .all

required tasks will result ia A efficient and professional job.

O

PRESENTATION-

so'

.TEACHING OUTLINE TEACHING METHODS AND AIDS

11.1* General' Processes

11.1.1 PlasteiingProcesses

A. Site Preparation .

4. Check site for proper inspection_

1

tification (specially base tfiateri
.

2. Perform visual check for leTiel,

and squareitrue"torners.

3. Review plans and specifications.
. .

Explain and Discuss

Jobsite Visitation

ILS Tsowel Trade Processes

B: Select Type of Plaster to be Used

1. Determined by base material and plan

specifications.

"-`



C. Set Do.t.. at Y:r0c*, ir Base Material

D. Mix-'Ag Base (,),,t"-Iaster
)

1. DetGimine rr;41-Jrtions required.

2: Determine whether mixing by hand or

mechanical mixer.

a. 'hand method.

(0 place ingredients into one end

of mixing box (calledrucharg-

ing the'box").

(2) use layering technique (add

part of each material in layers

to aid ih mixing.

(3) use rqortdil hoe to "chop" dry

materials in order to mix

thoroughly.

small. amounts .of water and

continue chopping dry ingre-

dienis into water:

(5) continue adding water until

thoroughly. mixed (use caution

to add no extra water. as this

0 will weaken plaster and cause

cracking of surface).

b. mechanical mixer (preferred

0 method).

(1) add nine-tenths of water to

clean mixer (any old piaster'

will act as accelerators to

newP1di'ter mix). ,

(2) add half of the sand.

(3) add all of thejrater..

(4) add rest Cif_thAnd:=.

(5)- add4ny,a0PiXttire**,Osed

(0-iniXnotAe§s,than:hatfl,Minute

.WIT190143.4='0f.9,1440S

4:1

0

I
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(7) dump entire batch:

E."Apply Base Coat Plaster with Doubleback

Technique

I. Use hawk and trowel.

2. Pick .11P platter from board to hawk

with hawk and trowel.

3. Using hawk, put plaster on trowel.

4. .Spread plaster with trowel.

. m a. lift trowel's leading edge.

b. use sweeping motion from side to

side.

c. first layer is thin.

d. imradiately apply second or

"double" coat.

F. Rod Base Coat

I. Use rod to level base coat to' dots

and screeds.

Gz,$carify Base Coat

wire ;rush or scarifierto roughen

surface before plheil.sets (improves

bonding of finish coat).

,

H. M-bc Finish Codt Plaster

FolloW mixing .step 0 ('above) using

proper proportions for fidislilcoat

plaster.

I., Apply FinisticCoat

I. Allow base coat to nearly. dry:

2. Remove protrqsions from base coat
:

using angle.plane.

a. scratch in the angle.

b. featheredge' the- angle.

4,1

1,

From Boar o Hawk

From Hawk ,

to Trowel

1

* Spread Plaster

S.

4

"

-UsingfhO'.Aribte Plante
+'
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c. scratch in between angles.

(1) keep'trowel as flat as possi-

ble.
1

3. Apply thin scratch coat of finish

plaster.

a. allow to "draw up."

4. Double up over scratch coat.

a. -bring final finish plaster to

1/16" to 1/8" thick.

5: "Sweeten" the angles.

6. "Sweeten" rest area.

7. Water trowel whole surface.

a. repeat at least vice.uncil finish

sets.

8. Brush water over surface with felt

finish hrush.

J. Clean Up

1. Clean up to.,ls and equipment.

a. remove all dried plaster.

2. Clean up job site.

11.1.2 Cement Finishing Processes

A. `Site Preparation

1. Reid blueprint to establish location

of slab .and type of finish.
)

, '2. Establish grade.
.

a. excavate to grade.

b. lay vapor barrier in place.

oc. apply gravel and level to grade.

d. check for level using builder's

level.



3. Form preparation and placement.

a. set corners.

b. set (hand) form according to plan.

c: check form for level, square,

plumb, etc.

d. set screed stakes.
foa

(1) check lor appropriate height.

e. compact gravel.

(1) use tamper or roller.

f. re-check grade.

B. Determining Concrete

1. Determine exposure.

a. mild-- not exposed to abrasion or

severe weather.

b:- normal -- watertight structures

and/or weather.

c. severesubjected to severe wear,

weather and weak acids or alkali

solutions.

2. Determine desired cement slump.

a. use slump recommended for given

job.

b. the more severe the exposure, the

lower the slump; less water will

create lower slump, more strengt

Ci Mixing Cement

1. Proportions for low slump.

a. 4 1/3 parts sand (moist)

1 3/4 parts cement (dry)

2 2/3 parts aggregate - 1 1/2"

1 part water.

o



,2. Proportions for high slump.

a. 4 1/3 parts sand (moist)

1 3/4 parts cement (dry)

'2-2/3 parts aggregate - 1 1/2"

2 parts water.

3. Mixing ingredients.

a.' with hoe or shovel, mix ery ingre-

dients thoro 'ughly in wheelbarrow

or box.

b, create mound with depression in

center.

c. slowly add 1/2 to 3/4 water fold-

ing in dry ingredients.

d, when thoroughly mixed, determine

if remaining water is required.

4. Testing concrete mix.-

a. for consistency.

(1) shovel or pouf- part of mixture

onto clean, damp surface.

(2) work with hoe or shovel_

(3) lightly float mixture until

spaces between aggregate are

filled.

(4) concrete should slide off.

shovel.

(5) concrete should be wet enough

to stick together without

crumbling.

b. for slump.

(1) form cone of mix on clean,

damp surface.

(2) measure height immediately.

01 note decrease in height.

(a) small decrease denotes low

slUmp.

(b)-large decrease denotes

'high .slump.

a

0
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D. Placing Concrete

I. Shovel or poift as close to final shape

as possible.

E. Consolidate

1.' Tamp with'tamper or jitterbug.

I. Use straight edge to rod concrete

before tamping.

2. Remove screed stakes.

F. Finish

I. Use bullfloat to level surface imme-

'diately.

2. Use darby to level edges of slap;

avoid overworking surface.

-3. Allow bleed water and sheen to dissi-

pate before continuing.

4. Round off open edges to prevent

spalling (chipping); use edger.

5. Cut control joints (if any) using

jointer or groover.

6. Allow concrete to harden to.the degree

that a person's weight leaves 1/46

or less imprint before continuing.

7. Float with a wide arc using Rand

float; continue until smooth.

8. Trowel surface.

a. place trowel -flat against surface.

b. sweep in wide arc, overlapping.

previobs.stroke slightly (about



O

9. After surface inoisture from first

troweling has evaporated, begin cond

troweling with smaller trowel, \'

a. blade tilted slightly (trailin

edge down) to apply increased

pressure.

10. Repeat, using smaller trowel and

increased angle until trowel makes

singing, ringing, scraping noise

across surface.

11. Texture surface (if desired) using

broom Or bUrlap.
7

G. Curing

1. Water cure.

a. apply water with hose and misting

spray nozzle.

b. continually mist with water for

minimum of three days, and longer

if temperature is below 70° F.

or

2. Mechanical barrier cure.

a. use waterproof paper or plastic

film sheets to seal in water and

prevent evaporation:

b. should be covered as soon as

finishing is completed.

or

3. Chemical membranes.

a. applied to concrete with spray

mister as soon as water sheen

disappears.

b. complete and uniform. coverage is

essential.

c. usually two applications are

required. O



11.1.3 Bricklaying Processes

A. -Preparation

1. Read blueprint to establish location's

and size and type of project; also

to determine bonding pattern and

type /size of brick or block to be-used

B. Layout

1. Establish wall line(s),on surface.

a. use chalkrine.

2. Lay dry course pf bricks, allowing

room for mortar head joints.

a. mark joints on:surface;move

bricks aside.

3: re-check square.

C. Mortar

`1. The bonding agent that ties masonry

units together.

2. Ingredients.

a.' cementitious materials.

. (1) Portland cement, bydrated lime

b. sand (aggregate).

c. water.

3. Types.

a. three types recommended for mortar

use:

(1) the 1--general use.

(2) type 2- -used whepflmoderate

sulfate resistance or moderate

hydratiod .(curing) heat is

wanted.

.44

(3) type.3--useewfien high early

strength is desired.

b. 'select mortar to suit job.

4

-J

.1

a

_o
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4,



D.

4 Mix mortar.

proportions for type N.

(1) 1 part Portland cement

1/2 to 1 1/4 parts lime

-3 3/4 to 4 1/2 parts sand.

mix dry materials in box, add.

water ;lowly to consistency that

is easy to spread but clings tV

vertical faces.

shovel onto mortarboard.

a.

b.

c.
$

Trowel Mechanics

1. .Nold trowel with fingers under handle,

thumb on top of. ferrule.

2. Work ortar.into pile in center of

11
boar . 1

3. Smooth off place with backhand stroke.

4.. Cut small amount from pile with fore-

-: hand pulling motion.

5. Scoop cut mortar onto trowel with

quick clockwise turn of wrist. .1%.

E. Mor64SApplication

1. Spread mortar bed joint.

a. trowel is unloaded by snapping

arm backward in direction of

mortar line and tilting outside-

edge up.
0

2. Furrow bed joint.

a'. with trowel at angle,, pat bed

joint to create uniform bed.

Furrow Bed Joint



F: Brick"Application

1. Lay corner brick exactly on corner

point.

a. set level and square to wall line.

-b. check. -,
2. Lay remaining tirkks (4,to 5, depend-

ing on project)inlead corner, trowel

ing mortar ontohead joints.

3. Level with builder's level.

"a. trowel handle may be used to tap

bricks on outside, fop edge to

level.

4. Line up bricks using edge-of level on

outer wall.

5. Begin next lead corner.

6. Repeat the sequence.

7. Work toward center.

8. On subsequent courses, use line level

to determine level; check joint sizes

for uniformity.

9. Str:ke joints.

a. for uniformity, using long jointer

for bed joints, short jointer for

head joints. a

b. when mortar can be indented with

minimal thumb pressure.

10. Brush project when mortar is 'stiff,

or at end of day.

G. Clean Tools with Water and-Brush:

e,

ti

t.

Striking the Joints,
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11.1.4 lile SetLing ProccAses

A. Observe..Job .to be Done

1.

.

Decide on preparation 'work (if any). to

be done; may recall previous trade

person to cOmplete or rework, area.

NB. Read Blueprint. .

0

1. -Determine layout required to accom-
--

plish blueprint goals.

a. the following blueprint character-

istics and:Symbols must be con-

sidered.

(1) .seal ing.

(2) lines.

(3) orthographic.

(4) isometric.

(5) architectural room schedule.

(6) architectural symbols.

Ô. Lay Out Job

1. Measure 'wall or floor.
0

a. use .measuring tapes and/or rules.

2. .Find center line..

3. Determine. tile sizes for requ'ired cuts

4. Make cuts. . >

a. use nippers.

5. Plan to float wall to get the largest

cuts possible.:

6. Plan to:eliminate unsightly cuts.

D. Square Floor or Wall

1. To ensure all areas will be Tegular

and true:,

af: use brUildeiiS. SqUate-7thid,,:ntea*ittijA,._,.. ,

-ta-pes`..---

I.

.

. .

to

r .

r ;

5

4



E. Set Screeds

1. Strip wall or.floor with soft mOrtar.

2. Imbed wood lattice into soft mortar toa
insure plumb and level intermediate

surface.

E. Mix Mortar
. .-

1. Determine,grade quality and moisture

content of sand..

2. Proportions for mix.

a. .general (non-floor).

3 parts sand

1 part, cement

1 part lime.

b. for floors.

4 to 1-drypack mix.

G. Apply Mortar to Walls or Floors Over

Screeds

Use hawk and Irowel.

H. Float Walls or Floors

.1. Ruin straight edge over surface, remov-

ing excess mortar between screed open-

ings.

I. Remove Wood Screed

J. Fill in Screed Indentations

1. Apply mortar.

a: use hawk and trowel.

2. Smooth area with da§o stick.

K. Mix Setting Cement

1. Achieve proper-consistancy anCadil&-

siun.

-

EP

,-
r -!

f116,

, - '2,



L. Apply Setting Cement 1

1. Use serrated trowel or float trowel

according to manufacturer's recom-

mendations.

M. 'Set Tile

1. Into setting cement.

2. Install (sets) cuts up side(s).

3. *Beat tile into setting cement with

wooden block (may use mallet with

blbck),

4. Clean set tile with water and cheese

cloth.

5. Leitel, tile courses._

a. use level and straight edge.

6. Repeat until Wail or floor area ,is

covered.

,o

N. Clean Up.

1. Wash down all tiles and joints with

water and cheesecloth or brush.

0. Mix Grout.

I. Follow manufacturer's recommendations.

P. Apply Grout

I. Use.rubber float or recommended grout-

ing tool,.

2. Remove excess grOUt.with sponge or

cheesecloth.

Q. Polish and Clean,Tiles.

; r. Polish glazed tiles.

2. Clean unglaied tile.

R Caulk

1. FollOwm4P4fdaPeqr)§ 'redOmmeAdations-

O

\
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1. NAHB
.Incentive A renticeshi .Trainin for
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NAHB, 1979

2. NAHB
IncentiVe Apprenticeship Training for

Plasterers

NAHB, 1979

3. Kicklighter, Clois E.

Modern. Masonry

Goodheart-Willcox Co. Inc., 1977

4. Brann, Donald R.
How to Lay Ceramic Tile

Directions Simplified, 1966
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O
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5. Carls, E. W.
The Art of Tile Setting

C. A. Bennett Co. 1954
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t
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12.6 Basic Trowel Trade Techniques

INSTRUCTIONAL OUTCOMES: Student will demonstrate and execute basic trade skills
by completing a project to the''satisf?.ction of the instructor.

ti

1

INTRODUCTION: This instructional unit provides students an oppOrtUnity'to
practice techniques followed in the Pacific Northwest; appropriate techniques
will have been learned in previous topics in this-guide.

PRESENTATION:
ik-

TEACHING OUTLINE TEACHING MET4IODS AND AIDSY '

12.1 ProjectSteps- e

12.1.1 Plastering Processes

2

A. Site Preparation

1. Check site for proper inspection cer-

tification.

2. Perform visual check for level, plume

and square/true cOrners.,

3. Review plans and specifications.

B. Select Type of Plaster to-be Used. .

1. Determined by base material and plan

. specifications.

C. Set dotse;ntrtcreeds in Base Materia4
A

Mixing Base Coat Plaster

-

Explain and Discuss ,

Administer Project Sheet

1

0



f. Apply Base Coat Plaster with Doubleback-

Technique

F. Rod Base Coat

I. Use rod to level.

G. Scarify Bdse Coat

1.. Use wire brush or scarifier to roughen

surface.

. '

H. Mix FinishCoat Plaster

I. Apply Finish Co

,1. Allow base coat to nearly dry.'

2. Remove.protrusions with angle plane:

a. scratch in angle.

b. featheredge angle.

c. scratch..in between angles.

(1) keep trowel flat. -

3. Apply thin scratch coat.

4: Double up over scratch coat to

1/16 to 1/8" thick.

5. "Sweeten" angles.

6. "Sweeten" surfaces.

7. Water trowel surface, at least twice.

8. Brush water with felt finish brush.
e

J. Clean U0

12.1.2 Cement Finishing Processes

A. Site Preparitio

1. Read blueprin to establish location

of slab and type of finish.

O



2. Establish grade.

a. excavate to grade.

b. place vapor barrier.

c. apply gravel, level to grade.

d. check for level using builder's

level.

3, Form preparation and placement.

a. set corners.

b. set (hand) form according to plan.

c. check form for level, square,

plumb, etc.

d. set screed stakes to height.

e. compact gravel with tamper or

roller.

f: recheck grade.

8. Determine Concrete Type by Deterthining

Exposure

1. Determine desired cement slump.

C: Mix Cement
,

1. Proportions

4 1/3 parts sand (moist)

1 3/4 parts cement (dry)

2. 2/3 parts aggregate - 1 1/2"

1 part water. *

2. Mix ingredients.

a. with hoe or shovel, mix dri.ilgre

dients thorodghly.

b. create mound with depression in

center.

c. slowly add-1/2, to 3/4 water fold-

0

ing in dry ingredients.

d. when thoroughly mixed, determine

if aining.water is required:

.j



3. Testing concrete mix for consistency;

for slump.'

D. Place Concrete

1. Shcriel or pour as close to final shape

as possible.

E. Consolidate; tamp with tamper or jitterbug

or use straightedge to rod concrete before

tamping.

1. Remove screed stakes.

F. Finish

1. Use bullfloat to level surface imme-

diately.

2. Use darby to level edges of slab;

avoid overworking surface.

3. Allow bleed water and sheen to dissi-

pate before continuing.

4. Round off open edges to prevent

spalling -(chipping); use edger..

5. Cut control joints (.if any) using

jointer or groover.-
.

b. Allow concrete to harden to the degre

that a person's weight leaves 1/4"

or less imprint before continuing.

7. Float with a wide arc using hand

7 float;-continue until smooth.

8. Trowel surface.

a. place trowel flat against surface.

b. sweep in wide arc, overlapping

previous stroke slightly (about

2").



9. After,surface moisture 'from first

troweling has- evaporated, begin second

troweling with smaller trowel.

a. blade tilted slightly (trailing

edge down) to apply increased

pressure.

10. Repeat, using smaller trowel and

increa:ed angle Until trowel makes

singings ringing, scraping noise

across surface.

11. Texture surface (if desired) using

broom or burlap.

G. Cure

1. Select appropriate curing method and

carry out according to manufacturer's

specifications:

12.1.3 Bricklaying Processes

A. Preparation

1. Read blueprint to establish location,

size and type of project; also to

determine bonding pattern and type/

size of brick or block to be used.

B. Layout

1. Establish wall line(s) on surface,

with chalkline.

2. Lay dry Course of bricks, allowing

room for mortar head joints.

a. mark joints on surface; move

bricks aside.

3. 'Recheck for square.

4

I

a
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I

,
J

C. Mix Mortar

1. Proportions for type N.

1 part Portland Cement

1/2 to 1 1/4 parts lime

3,3/4 to 4 1/2 parts sand.

2. Mix dry materials in box, add water

slowly to consistency that is easy to

spread but clings to vertical faces.

3. Shovel onto mortar board.-

" .

D. Apply Mortar

Spread mortar bed joint.

a. trowel is unloaded by snappingarm

bylward in direction of mortar

line and tilting outside edge4up.

2. Furrow bed joint.

a. with trowel at angle, pat bed

joint to create uniform bed.

= E. Lay Bricks

1. Lay corner brick exactly On corner

point.

a. set level and square to wall line

b. check.

2. Lay remaining bricks (4 to 5, depend-

ing Ort project) inrlead.corhei.,

troweling.. mortar onto head joints.

3. Level with builder's level.

a. trowel handle maybe used to tap

bricks on outside,1-0 edge to

level.

4. Line up bricks using edge of level on

outer wall.

5.= Bffgilinext lead corned.

'6. Repeat the seqpence.

7. Work toward center,

O
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8. On subsequent courses, use line level

to determine level; check joint sizes

fOr uniformity.

9. Strike joints.

a. for uniformity, using long joint-

er for bed joints, short jointer

for head joints.

b. when mortar can be indented with

minimal thumb pressure.

10 Brush project when mortar is stiff,

oran(4f day.

F. Clean Tools

.12.1.4 Tile Setting Processes

A. Preparation

1. Decide On preparation work (if any)

to be done.

B. Read Blueprint

1. Determine layout require&to'accom-

plishblueprint goals.

C. Lay Out Job

1. Measure table top.

2. Find center line.

3. Determine tile sizes for required

cuts.

4. Make cuts with nippers.

5. Plan to float surface to get the

largest cuts possible.

6. Plan to eliminate unsightly cuts.

a
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D. Mix Mortdr

I. Determine grad quality and moisture

Content of sand.

2. Proportions for mix.

a. general (non:floor).

3 parts sand

1 part cement

1 part lime.

b. for floors.

4 to 1 drypack mix.

c.

10,

E. 'Apply Mortar to Table Top.with Hawk and

Trowel

E. Float Table-Fop

1. Run straight edge over surface, remov

ing excess, mortar.

G. Mix Setting Cement or Use Thinset

1. Achieve proper consistancy and

adhesion.

H. Apply Setting Cement

1. Use serrated trowel or float trowel

according to mantifacturer'srecom-'

mendations.

I. Set-rile ,4

1. Into setting cement.

2.4 Install (sets) cuts, if any, up

side(s).

3. Beat tile into setting cement with

wooden block (may use-millet with
E.

. block).

4. Clean set tile with water and cheese

cloth.

O



5. Level tile courses.

a. use level and straightedge.

6. Repeat until table tOp is covered.

4 ,

J. Clean Up

1. Wash down all tiles and-joints with

water and cheesecloth or brush.

K. Mix Grout, Following-Manufacturer's

Recommendations

L. Apply Grout

1. Use rubber float or recommended grout-
,

ing tool.

2. -Remove excess grout with sponge or

cheesecloth.

M. Polish and CleanTiles

1. Polish glazed tiles.

2. Clean unglazed tiles.

N., Caulk

1. Follow ma' factur ?r's recommendations



PLASTERING PROJECT SHEET

1. Two-coat gypsum neat plaster base with gypsum lime putty trowel finish

top coat.

The student will complete the project, using tools properly and safely, to

industry standard.

REQUIREMENTS 4

kroom corner or mock-up.with gypsum board lath surface.

TOOLS

hawk

trowel

scarifier

pointing trowel

margin trowel

straight edge (rod)

darby

featheredge

floats

brush

MATERIALS

gypsum neat plaster

water

sand

gypsum gauging plaster

putty

dots and screeds





Q 'f f

STI ID COM1'1.11 ION: .

1. Check base (lath)materi'al for completion, ready for plastering.

2. Check for level, plumb and square.

3. Review plans.

4. Set dots and'screeds.
base coat plaster ratio of

. 1:21/2 sand to plaster -

5. Mix base coat plaster.

6. Apply base coat plaster using doubleback technique.

7. Rod base coat.

8. Scarify base coat.

9, Mii finish coat plaster.
finish coat plaster ratio of
1 part gypsum gauging praster:2 parts lime

10. Apply finish coat after base coat has nearly dried. (Ensure that all protrusions
on base coat have been eliminated by using angle plane.

11. First finish coat will be thin scratch coat.

12. After first finish has "drawn up," double up to thickness of 1/8 to

13. Sweeten anglet and surfaces: .

14. Water trowel entire surface, at least twice until finish sets.

15. With'felt finish brush, brush water over surface,

16. Clean up.
I

O

1/16",.

AZoarg .*Iiia****11
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CEMENT FINISHING PROJECT SHEET

'1. Concrete slab--cement finishing.

. . .

The student will pour and finish a concrete slab, using tools and materials safely

and correctly, to iodustry stiidards. . 'e

REQUIREMENT

A site to pour concrete slab.

TOOLS

trowels

darby

rod .

tamp

steel tape measure

framing. square

pencil

spirit level

square nosed shovel

kumalonq or concrete-rake

wheel barrow

mixing board

hammer

. saws

bull float

4

MATERIALS

portiand cement ',

sand

aggregate

viater

lumber for forms

. nails for forms

screed stakes (if needed)

M.

s

e

.,.

s

,

#

Oa





STEPS TO COMPLETION

1. Read plan to establish location of slab and type of finish:

2. Es .tablish grade; includes excavating to grade, laying vapor barrier, applying.

gravel and 'Leveling to grade, checking-for level
.

3. Prepare and place form; includes setting corners, setting Jorm, checking for
level, square, plumb, setting screed stakes compacting gravel with tamper
or roller and re-checking grade.

4. Determine the type of concrete to be used and desired cement slump.

. ,
5. Mix the cement.

6. Test mix for consistency and slump.

7. Place concrete.

8. 'Consolidate concrete using tamper\or jitterbug.
cr

ro

9. Rod concrete with straight edge; remove screeth stakes if used.

10. Finish concrete slab; includes using bullfloat to level surface, using darby to
level edges of slab, ounding.ofropen edges with edger, cutting control joints
with jointer or groover, floating with hand float, troweling-surface.

11. Allow slab to cure.

O

.
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'1. Setting tile

TILE SETTING PROJECT SNEcT

4

The student will complete a tile table top, following working drawings, using .

proper tools safely, and to industry standard.

REQUIREMENTS

A table top

TOOLS

'serrated ttowel,

"'ffergin trowel

spirit level

framing square

rubber float

sponge

rod

halkline

tapping block and mallet.

MATERIALS

tiles

thinset

rdrypack

float strio

.grout mix

cheesecloth

r
r S

e

O
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STEPS TO COMPLETION

1. Cheek table top for square.'

2. Layout,table top according to drawin9,using steel tape, chalkline.

3.-Layout tile (dry) and remover'

4. Mix drypack mortar and apply to surface.

5. Tamp to consolidate.

6. Plate float strips' along two edges..(May by ommitted.)

7. Rod (straight edge) dry pack to level.

8. Apply thinset with serrated trowel.

9. Place tiles according to diagram pattern.

10. Check.tile joints for uniformity and straightnes.

11. Beat tile with block and mallet.

gliv 12. Clean tile with'water and cheesecloth.
11,

13. Level tile with level and straightedge.

14. Clean tile and joints.

15. Mix grout following manufacturer's recommendation.

16. Apply grout to joints using rubber float.

17. Remove excess grout.with sponge or cheeseclOth and water.

18. Polish glazed tiles.

-19. Clean unglazed tiles.

20. Clean up area.

k

21. Allow project to set untouched for,.tWo or three days; drypack and thinset and
grout drying time will vary according to temperature, humidity, etc.



TROWEL TRADES PROJECT SHEET

1. Brick and block barbecue unit.'

REQUIREMENTS

Flat surface to lay brick and block piers for unit. Metal grill to span

piers.

TOOLS

mortar board

trowels

jointing tool--striker

spirit level

brushes

chalkline

metal tape measure

framing square

MATERIALS

standard modular bricks

standard wall two-core blocks

patio block capstone

portland cement

hydrated lime

sand

water

mixing box fOr mortar

reisodium phosphate

MousehOld detergent

The student will complete a barbecue unit consisting of two piers, using tools

correctly and safely and working to industry standards.
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STEPS Tn COMPLETION

1. Layout pier locations on flat surface using steel tape, chalkline and square

2. If project is being done at final location, be sure pier layouts are parallel
to each other.

3. Determine the number of bricks and blocks required.

4. Lay out materials, at least first course of,each pier:

5. Mix mortar,' using' appropriate proportions for first pier.
(Generally Type N mortar is correct for this project.)
part portland cement

1/2 to-1 11/4 parts hydrated liffe

3 3/4 to 4 1/2 parts sand

water to provide easy spreading material that clings to vertical surfaces

6. Select pier to complete first, complete before beginning second pier.

7. Lay first course of bricks or blocks (use bed joint if pier is at final
resting site).

8. Check alignment with layout.

9. Check for level.

10. Lay second course (see drawing for layout pattern).

11. Check for square, level and plumb.

12. Lay remaining courses according to drawing, checking each course for level,
plumb and square.

13. Tool or strike joints when mortar can be indented with thumb without excessive
pressure.

14. .Repeat steps 5 through 13 for second pier, using other masonry unit.

15. When mortar is dry, use stiff bristled brush to clean pier surface and
remove mortar burrs.

16. Clean up tools and job site.

17. When mortar is thoroughly set and cured, clean masonry pier surfaces using
cup trisodium phosphate and cup hodsehold detergent per gallon of water.

18. Rinse and brush.

19. Clean uo project site.

152
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INSTRUCTIONS:

TASK INVENTORY
BRICKLAYER

Page 1

Job rm.

Jim McNannay
Analyst

. To
(ions
tained

. the
FORMANCE"

'is,

department

the right of the page are three sections of columns ailing specific ques-
about theEntry Level, Frequency of Performance and Instruction At.. Lewformance'

Frequency of
Per

Instruction
Attained at

Al. An "X" should be placed, by the analyst, opposite each task in
.appropriate box of the "ENTRY LEVEL" and "FREQUENCY OF PER.,

:action. Section three, "INSTRUCTION ATTAINED AT"
to be completed by state representative persons selected by the state

specialist. ,

. .

i 9
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r:
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3.

T
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.1.
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?Il
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Duty
No.

Task
No.

` Task Description

1 0 USFS MASONRY TOO1 S X X

1 Use jointer to smooth mortar joints X X. X-

2 Use brick set to cut-brick or block X X I
3 Use trowel to apply, spread, shape mortar X X X X
4 Use chalk line to laY out first course of brick or

block , X X

X X

X

X

X

5 Use plastic or wood line block to keep line tight
6 Use metal line pinto secure line at both ends of

course height X X

7 Use "mason's line to keep brick level, S+raightand
Pllint --:---- X

,

.X X X,..

'' 8 Use trig to prevent line sag ,. X X X )(

9 Use six-foot folding rule X X X X

10 Use retractable steel tape X X I X

11 Use miter square X X X

12 Use T-bevel square . .

. ,

. X

13 o is
14 Use utirty knife _X

15 Use bolt' cutter to cut reinforcing wire X'

1. , Of - 414 41 i U4 4 41'1

joints . .

.17 Use brush to brusli down. jointed walls
18 Use brkft barmier to strike brick set .

19 Use plug hammer to strike chisel to cut holes in
masonry 'walls X I ..

20 Use 'masonry table saw td cut masonry. units :

21 use scaffold to stand on and to support
Material s .. , X

1

,...,
,.

.

22 ' Use cal.il ki ng- qun toi- place- taill kin0. Substance X. -X
23 Use presture cleaner- to -clean wallS X l'
24 Use Dower hammer to chip or cut masonry
25 Use hammier drill to drin-holeS

_r -,x

26 Use screwdriver, o'a ac .
.

. ::: ..
27 Use skil: saw to cut -ra . gl es, .`,,X =.x ':'-+.,, ,,,,,

_. .

. , , .-.

MI -MAINTAINS DUIPMENT- . i :_.

ean hand :tool s- with,-water 'I .. .
, .

......._.
_ ;,...-:,, , .

, , k--.:T



INSTRUCTIONS:

TASK INVENTORY
BRICKLAYER

Job Tit,.

Jim McNannay

To the right of the page are three serlions of columns asking 'pacific quaff
lions about the Entry Level. Fregu,ncy of Performance and Instruction At-
tained At. AnX" should be placed, by the analyst, opposite each task in

. the appropriate box of the "ENTRY LEVEL" and "FREQUENCY OF PAR-
FORMANCE" sections. Section three. "INSTRUCTION ATTAINED AT"
is to be completed by state representative persons selected by the state
departmint specialist.

Entry
Level

Frequency of
Performance

Instruction
Attained at

m

--1

9.
v

cr

r._

r:
Z.

1>3
o

0
s

oX

T.

9

4
P

o

I
o-

.

20

147

!...

Duty
No.'

Taik
No.

Task.Description ,

....

3 0 PRACTICES SAFETY 1,4-

1 Use.-safety goggles as. required
.

2 Use dust mask when dry cutting
II

X

3 Use rubber gloies and apron during wet cutting and

cleaning
101

El
11114 Lift heav materials is, P mum-id-s 'a s -4

5 Report defective tools, machines and equipment ,., NI
IF4 III

IIII .

. IIIIsuservisor
6 Keep tools sharp and clean RR '.. 1111117Reo,,t,ll
8

.Isi...___t,,..._itsoservis._
Clear work area of scraps and litter

Ill" 'IN Ili
. 9 Use and osr,v-d . fs s is

10 Use Proper signals when working with crane rill In

III
Irll NI

i,k

in4 0 PEFORMS GENPAL TAS SS.
1- SolRv- 'rib -m i . .14 1 mos el inr.i Winn

IR

2 Re.d blues,- . III

3 Interpret specification sheets ME
11111

ill
o

4 Caldulate basic problems dealing with area
5 . . s,

.

1 SO '11 41- 14 , i . fi. is

6 Solve basic arithmetic broblem X' x

7
.

'-.! u. 14 a H-1 a 9

, an inch Mali
X

MEIBe
111

8 .Read/interpret varinus tiges of levels

THIS APPLIES IF EMPLOYED RESIDENTIAL FIELD ONLY .

.

Ili

5 0 CONSTRUCTS CHIMNEYS AND FIREPLACES
1 Read blueprints . .

fil
stoutionmearitri
IR

III
11 111111111.1111

2 Layout 'fireplace
,

.

.

3 Build ash Pit
. 4 Build firebox floor

'5 Build hearth
6 . Build ash dumP
7 Install iialliti--

1111 118 BUild-Smoke shelf .

misflass!a mostIIIIIIErli9 Build Mantle-

.

.

'....-.:....:11

. , I _: 1 s t a-;=f7r2iltgm-ut1 nI..
RI SI

SIM
:-._ ns a- ,. .- reste....- IR
ns a as ing . 531

1111111 111111n

ill El
1111

1
1111

BIM
1411L11i1 MaI1' : {ns ta l 1: ,cap:_ s_ _

:4...:X.kaiiaci414----.-
.___. ,_..,,.

_
-::-: : ; ,::::-- .-_,:. ....4.4e7'',,-- _ _



INSTRUCTIONS:

TASK INVENTORY
BRICKLAYER

Page 3

Jim McNannay

Job Title

Analyst

To the right of the page ere-three sections of columns asking specific ewes.
flans about the Entry Level, Frequency of Performance and Insfructiop Af
Joined At. An "X" should be pieced, by the analyst, opposite each task in -

. the appropriate box of the "ENTRY LEVEL" and "FREQUENCY OF PER-
FORMANCE" sections. -Section three; "INSTRUCTION AM INE!, AT" ..

h to be completed by state representative persons selected by the state
department specialist.

s

, ..

Entry
Level

Frequency of
Performance

Instruction
Attained at

m
.0.

0

c.
ty -

4"

-

ca

`.

.11

3
o

O...
>
3c 1

2

Z-*

P V

ra

L
i4'

Dirty
No.

Task
No.

- Task Description
. ° ,

6 0 CONSTRUCTS WALLS X

,111111
X li

1 Read blueprints
.

X

2 Assemble tools , X

Ise c a nine to establish wall, line X X
-r

4 Use 3'-4' method (or-variation owf with steel -ta e
, to s etermine s uareness ofoch'alk line Me

111 X

X

X

IS
X IL

MN
"UMMI

Mill
WM

.7

II ,
. NI ty gfbeight`

.

Ise story po e to measu.re coursejitight X X' X

WV
111

Us. fr mnq square to measure INIFIMI
8
9

Ault mortar with trowel IIIIMIa ri 1,..
II I s 0

Build h=ad
. Will1/1.1Wil.Mr.i owIli

51

MUM
1 2 Install reinforcing ties a s equired''I 11111.1

3
.

i ; s t I
s

IIIS ' e

4 0 5 s a 1 , I 1 Of. IFIMIIIIMI
1 u

. I . S
4 MM.. III

16 Install lintels and sills EN. in
.1 114 S l'IS SS

11111111111111111111
il I I II n. I I I I I I I.In1111

ni. .111 II .0 1 I S ' .

ft. . 8.1111
III

NM 111

II 1111 I

I
id .4 0

I 111_

, / . IIIIIII111111111111PANalMINEOM
MP

as,
. / 1

ing IRO

, IN
4

, III 1
.,.

. .

11111111111
. PR

111111116

MEMMEMMIMI
PIE
HE
IN

.

.

...,

BIM
MISii5S
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OCCUPATIONAL ANALYSIS
State Department Code # 09

U.S.O.E. Instructional Group Code: 17.100400

DOT # 844 - 884014

P NCI PAL INVESTI TORS

;State Department S cialist:.

curricUlum Staff Assigned:

-11*.ask Analyst (s):
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OREGON 'WART/ANT
OF EDUCATION
842tAscAsTEN DRIVE N.C.
SALIM. 041111110111 91310
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IT IL IC MISTRO/CTION

FANU;Di../IARGIS
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TASK INVENTORY REVIEW' COMMITTEE,

Del French = President', Laical 555, Cement Maions,_2215 S-.E. Division
,Pcrtland, OregRn

Gene Nelson = E. Carl Schiewe, Contractd4r, 1074 NE. DavisPOrtland,
Bill Schaefer = Goldie Gentle construction Co. 5341 N.E. 89th, Portland'
Ray Nelson = Department Works,,City of Portland, Portland, Ore;
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. INSTRUCTIONS:

4

TA$K INVENTORY .
Page

Cement Mason

1

Job Title

Dick Lacey

Analyst

To the right of the page are three sections of columns asking specific gues-
Lions about the Entry Levet, Frequency of Performance and Instruction At-
tained At. An "X" should be placed, by the analyst. opposite each task in
the appropriate box of the "ENTRY LEVEL" and "FREQUENCY OF PER-
FORMANCE" sections. Section three. "INSTRUCTION ATTAINED AT"
is to%be completed by state representative persons selected by the state
department specialist.

. S

. .

Entry
Level

Frequency of
Performance

'Instruction
Attained at

ma

-

0
3

L.

a-

"e...ii
3
2a

>

1

1

0
.
/.2i.

X' Dor
5

4

1
L
cr
41
e.t0

r
f:
''.

S.,i

Duty
No.

Task
No.

Task Description -
.

a SLAB SITE
X X1

2

_PREPARES
Read jobblueprtnt to -establish location of slab

Use stakes to layout slab boundaries

3 Use builders level to shoot grade on each stake X

4 Use 20oz." hammer-to erect forms .

5 Use builders level to assure accuracy of form place-
riidi-tC.

6 Use folding rule and square to measure form an les
Establish location of screed stakes

.

2 0 FINISHES CONCRETE

1 Place concrete at starting point of pour X X r

2 Use straightedge to rod concrete

Use jitterbug to compact concrete - X X
---1

3

4 Use skip float to level surface 4

5 Use three foot Darb to level 'ed es

6 Use edger to edge sides of slab

7 Use hand flat to smooth high and low spots X X .

8 Use 18" hand trowel-to trowel surface of concrete

, 9 Use wood hand float, to smooth surface

.10 Apply curing agent using sprayer With nozzle

adjusted to fine Mist ,

Use_margin trowel to_ clean top surface of forms,

X X

11 ...

tools and equipment

12 Use 18" hand trowel to rowel slab after floatin
13 tUse rollerbu4 to ccapact-slab!-- _ _

14 'Use skip float to level and seal surface of slab ,

15 :Ise hand flaot to sr tkai, high- and, ].cw siobts.,iii slab
ja

ii. 16 Use Machine ,with .finith-,-bladeS-Sochilie troy.: .iel slab
17 .-RetrtWel all- edgeS:-bklitiiir.1, tO,i-emple-:edger,Trteirk $
18 Fbughen ,hardened f- ac- e : of sla b. yw i tite,. .r o r

- vike boo_ am ;4. 'gur'
4

-

;,- --7- . - ,
11,

9

__AL. - ---..-_-_,-_ --,...,.. ..



TASK INVENTORY

INSTRUCTIONS:

Lief-Loh manipulative and knowledge skill relating to the job listed above.
To the right of the page are three sections of columns asking specific quas-
tions about the Entry Level. Frequency of Performance and Instruction At-
tained At. An ..x.. should be placed, by the analyst, opposite each task is
the appropriate box of the "ENTRY LEVEL" and "FREQUENCY OF PER-
FORMANCE" sections. Section three, "INSTRUCTION ATTAINED AT"
is to be completed by state representative persons selected by the stet*
department specialist.

Task Description

Page

Cement Mason

2

Job Title

Dick Lacey

Broom surface:Ao remove laitance and expqie surto*
aggregate

Use water to clean brooms thoroughly_

Use brush to'Applyslt_sir.ofernent and water.
Use acid mix to wash and clean slab

Use clein water to wash acid mix from slab

Use kneeboards to support body weight on wa concrete

Use hand level to level step risers

Use claw hammer to remove nails from forms

Use inside step tool to smooth cove of step,

Use outside step tool to Smooth top edge of riser

30 Use midget trowel to trowel face of step riser

31 Use dams brush to smooth face of riser

r
Analyst

ILevel ;741111114:61

Instruction
Attained et

PATCHES UNCRUE
Use chipping hammer to remove loose aggregate from

surface to be patched.

e_brush to remove cti.PSADd_dm5I
Use brush and water to dampen area to be patched

'Apply bonding agent:with brush
Fill area to be patched with dry pack concrete

Use hammer and wood block to tamp dry material flush

wit ,:surface

Use brush to apply Water to surface

Use hand stone to smooth and level gatch

Use margin trowel to smooth surface

Use water to clean tools and equipment



No.
Task

TASK INVENTORY

INSTRUCTIONS:

List each manipulative and knowledgis skill relating to the job listed above.
To the right of the page are three sections of columns asking specific clues.
tic» about the Entry' Level, Frequency of Performance and Instruction At.
tained At. An "X" should be placed, by the analyst, opposite each task in
the appropriate box of the "ENTRY LEVEL" and "FREQUENCY OF PER-
FORMANCE" sections. Section three, "INSTRUCTION ATTAINEI) AT"
is to be completed-by state »presentative persons Waded by the state
department specialist.

Task Description

Page

Cement Mason

3

Job Title -

Dick Lacey

Analyst

Entry Frequency of Instruction
Level Performance Attain'ed at

m O

0
0:

0

is

TF
Use chipping hammer to chip off heavy fins and

- projections X

Use a hand held electric grinden,tors-goth surface

-of Wall

Apply_honding_agant_th all '' Thole
cone holes

Use margin trowel and cork hand float as a hawk to
apply stiff mud and to packiTT-Tarj-i-holes and form

cone holes

I II

Apply mud with float and work into all holes and
uneven places

Use a piece of burlap With dry cements and sand mix-

ture and work over surface X

Use clean piece of burlap to wipe all excess mud and

dry mix from surface X

Use margin.trowel, brush and water' o clean tools

and equipment.

-5


